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ABSTRACT 

This article addresses the need for cognitive science to loop back and examine its roots and 

presuppositions, pointing out the three recursive issues: 1.) The observer effect or how observing a 

phenomenon affects the phenomenon that is being observed, an issue that has been acknowledged by 

natural science, which cognitive science attempts to emulate, and empirical phenomenology, but not 

cognitive science itself; 2.) Human kinds or how our research affects us, the researchers, and society 

(people’s self-understandings), an issue which forms a loop with the observer effect – observation thus 

changing the observed, the observer, as well as itself, and 3.) The dangers of over-eager extrapolation 

or how complexity is lost during shifts in explanatory level, issues pertaining to using findings from 

studies of one explanatory level (e.g. experiments with rats) to inform a different explanatory level 

(issues within human society). Finally, the article presents a fourth recursive loop which presents a 

potential solution to the above: a self-correcting mechanism that allows science to recursively correct 

its mistakes and improve on its own work. 
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observer effect, human kinds, recursion, looping effects, philosophy of science 
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INTRODUCTION 

Upon reaching a dead end, the only way forward is back. One has to retrace one’s steps and 

investigate the path that has led up to that point, so that a more viable way may be found. This 

is also true in science, and doubly so in cognitive science, where its constituting disciplines 

present a myriad of branching, joining and again diverging paths. So let us loop back (a 

phrase that shall become the leitmotif of this article) to the roots of these paths in order to see 

where we came from and whether there is perhaps a dead end ahead. 

The cognitive revolution [1] that gave rise to cognitive science traces its roots to cybernetics – 

one of the first modern interdisciplinary fields that attempted to study the mind with the 

computational methods of the rapidly developing fields of computer science and artificial 

intelligence. It was then that the idea took root to liken the mind to a computer [2], processing 

information from an input (stimuli) into an appropriate output (behaviour). Some 25 years 

after the birth of the information-processing (IP) analogy, the young and upcoming field of 

neuroscience came to fore, uncovering the hardware behind the software that has been (and 

still is) laid out by psychology, linguistics and anthropology.  

There were (and still are), however, problems that provide quite an explanatory challenge if 

they are to be phrased in an IP framework (but one of many prominent examples of these 

problems being illustrated by [3], see also [4-6]). While these problems are not exactly dead 

ends, they are sufficient to evoke doubt in the explanatory power of the IP metaphor – a 

metaphor that while providing a relatively simple and vivid illustration of some issues, it 

obfuscates others. Increased awareness of the IP metaphor’s (and through it, cognitive 

science’s) limitations and problems gave birth to new explanatory frameworks such as 

embodied, embedded, extended, enactive or affective cognition (see e.g. [7, 8]). 

However, not all issues have been resolved. The emergence of competing theories does not 

mean a complete transition away from the IP metaphor. Even if it did, these theories do not 

address all the problems that cognitive science struggles with. Some of these issues shall be the 

topic of this special issue of INDECS, wherein we shall focus on select methodological and 

epistemological challenges, such as those of the recursive character of cognitive systems – started 

by this article and continued by T. Strle [9] – of different ways of modelling and their validity, 

from computer modelling – see T. Kolenik [10] – to thought experiment – M. Malec [11] – 

and the challenges the notion of probability poses for metaphysics – P. Lukan [12].  

This particular article shall attempt to serve as connecting tissue between these topics, though 

its main two focuses shall mainly be: the recursive nature of research in cognitive science, 

and the importance of being mindful of how the paths we take and investigations we perform 

loop back towards us (the meaning of this shall, hopefully, become clearer throughout this 

article). Four recursions or loops shall be addressed, the first three representing challenges in 

research of complex phenomena (i.e., the mind), the last representing a potential solution – or 

at least the promise of one – to all challenges: 

1) The observer effect – how observing a phenomenon affects the phenomenon that is being 

observed. 

2) Human kinds – how our research affects us, the researchers, and society – in the sense of 

people’s self-understandings. 

3) From simplification to extrapolation – how complexity is lost during shifts in explanatory 

level. 

4) The self-correcting mechanism: how science recursively corrects its mistakes and 

improves on its own work. 
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THE OBSERVER EFFECT 

Natural science holds the prestigious position of the human endeavour that uncovers the 

secrets of the universe ‘as it is’. Aspiring to likewise uncover the secrets of the mind ‘as it is’, 

cognitive science aims to emulate natural science by imitating its methods. Thus, cognitive 

science’s methods (in general) tend towards an experimental design, isolating a single 

(quantifiable) variable and controlling all other parameters, until finally, through rigorous 

statistical analysis, relationships between variables can be determined. The quantities that 

constitute the explanatory apparatus of science must be as few and as well defined as possible 

to still describe the whole system, while the measurement must be such that it disturbs the 

system in the least possible amount, thus producing a clean, pristine quantity, without 

disturbing other important parameters. These are (some of the) ideals of psychological and 

neuroscientific research. 

But apparently unbeknownst to the core of scientific community within cognitive science, 

some odd 100 years ago, physics (the non plus ultra of natural science) has come to the 

realisation that the idea of measurement as extracting a quantity out of reality is not always 

viable. Within the realm of quantum physics, when measuring a phenomenon, it does not 

behave the same way as it would when it is not being measured (see e.g. [13]) – this has been 

dubbed the observer effect. Moreover, the very physicist who first articulated this realisation, 

Niels Bohr [14], postulates that the observer effect also applies to measurement within 

psychology, all the while psychologists cling to assumptions about the nature of measurement 

that physicists have long let go. 

It needs to be conceded that the basic idea of the observer effect is not completely alien to the 

field of psychology: a similar effect has been noticed and dubbed “demand characteristics” [15]. 

A participant in a study is aware that they are in an experimental situation and act 

accordingly: they try to be a ‘good participant’ in that they willingly perform the tasks as they 

think it is expected of them. These perceived expectations and the behaviour they elicit differs 

from participant to participant [15]. Perhaps the most illustrative and recent study showing the 

consequences of demand characteristics is the one by R. Hurlburt et al. [16], where fMRI 

images were taken of people during inner speech, with there being difference in brain 

activations between spontaneous occurrences of inner speech and on-demand performances. 

Yet studies such as this one are an exception. Demand characteristics are not often 

acknowledged in psychological or neuroscientific research, and if they are, they are a thing to 

be minimized [17]. 

There is, however, a field of research within cognitive science that pays greater attention to 

the difference between measured and unmeasured phenomena, the young and burgeoning 

field of experience research, also known as empirical phenomenology. Besides collaborating 

with other fields to reveal the effects of demand characteristics (as it did in the previous 

illustration thereof, Hurlburt et al., 2016), it also acknowledges the observer effect within its 

own field of experience research, speaking of an “excavation fallacy” [18], which describes 

the issue that exploring experience deforms, distorts or even wholly creates the experience 

one purports to examine. 

How, then, do we deal with the observer effect and the various forms it takes throughout 

cognitive science? It is yet unclear how (or even whether) it would be possible to be rid of the 

effect altogether, but ignoring it or trying to minimise the effect are both approaches of 

questionable potency. Empirical phenomenology seems so far to be the only field (besides 

quantum mechanics itself) to have properly acknowledged the seriousness of this issue and 

formulated a response (cf. [19]). U. Kordeš and E. Demšar [20] suggest that the excavation 

fallacy should be rephrased as an excavation characteristic – meaning that the effect becomes 
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itself something to be studied. We have to leave it to our fourth loop to apply this same 

approach to the other fields within cognitive science, but as the example of Hurlburt et al. [16] 

indicates, baby steps are being made. 

HUMAN KINDS 

An effect similar to the observer effect can be detected between science and society – a 

relationship that can be caricaturised as, again, between observer and the observed, but this 

time focused on how observation changes the observer themselves. To better understand this 

interplay Ian Hacking [21] provides the terms natural and human kinds. 

Natural kinds are the typically well defined, context independent, and not (too) 

interconnected concepts or kinds usually found in the natural sciences – such as gravity, 

force, electric charge, etc. Human kinds, on the other hand, tend to be understood only within 

a specific context, appear in groups with interwoven meanings, with shifting or flexible 

definitions – e.g. virtue, morality, love, decision-making, etc. Our definitions and descriptions 

of human kinds are influenced by how we experience them, which is reciprocally affected by 

the definitions and descriptions of the greater societal discourse we are contributing to. 

Human kinds are found in every-day discourse and the humanities, as well as, despite its 

efforts, in psychology and cognitive science. 

To reiterate: many of the phenomena researched by cognitive science are intrinsically 

dependent on our intuitions1, all the while our use of those terms shapes the very intuitions 

the definitions of those phenomena depend on. The relationship between research, resulting 

constructs, those constructs’ effect on social sense-making, and, in turn, social 

sense-making’s effect on research, is not yet sufficiently understood (though attempts have 

been made, see e.g. [9, 22]). 

The previously described issues concerning the observer effect and human kinds come full 

circle: measurement (or observation) is not a simple extraction of data, but an act that itself 

changes the phenomenon being observed. Similarly, the observation’s results shape how the 

phenomenon is understood in the greater societal discourse, which loops back, affecting the 

observer’s intuitions, which shape their observation. To simplify these two loops into one: 

observation (measurement, research) changes both the observed and the observer (Figure 1). 

 
Figure 1. The recursive nature of observation. 

The recursive and self-referential nature of research makes a simple transfer of methodologies 

found in natural science to the fields of research on the mind exceptionally difficult. Even 

more so as different fields deal in different levels of explanation, such as molecules, cells, 

individuals, societies and cultures. Methodologies employed to study molecules are 

questionably effective for studying individuals thus the findings from, for example 

thermodynamics cannot easily be translated into how the mind works (though respectable 

attempts have been made, cf. [23]). 
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FROM SIMPLIFICATION TO EXTRAPOLATION 

In trying to study the mind by means of natural science means to transfer information 

between different levels of explanation and complexity, distorting information along the way. 

The transfer goes two ways, which shall here be described as ‘simplification’2 (from a 

‘higher’ level to a ‘lower’ one) and ‘extrapolation’ (vice versa). Studying the mind usually 

involves shifts in both directions: first simplification, then extrapolation. 

As mentioned before, the most ‘prestigious’ way of research, which cognitive science is 

striving towards, is that of natural science. So the first step of researching a given 

phenomenon is to ‘simplify’ it, distilling it into few, easy to measure (quantifiable) variables. 

However, while, for example, simplifying water temperature into degrees Celsius is rather 

straight forward, the same cannot be said for complex cognitive phenomena such as decision 

making, empathy or morality. 

Similar concerns have already been raised in biology under the name of epistemological 

reduction [24], questioning whether, for example, all of evolution can be explained solely by 

genes. Our concerns regarding simplification take a similar direction, perhaps going even a 

bit further. We do not only question whether phenomena such as empathy can be sufficiently 

explained by, for example, activations of certain neurons, but what (information) is lost when 

one distils or simplifies empathy into neuronal activity? The question is thus: how does one 

even go about transforming complex and ambiguous phenomena into simple, well-defined 

variables? We would argue that it is impossible to do so without losing a significant amount 

of nuance and complexity – which in turn makes the transfer back from the lower level of 

explanation onto a higher one (extrapolation) problematic, as one might have lost something 

integral in the process (an idea not dissimilar to incommensurability [25]). Yet the 

extrapolative jump to conclusions is well employed in the social system of science: results 

from studies are framed as relevant in the broader societal context, which changes how 

society understands itself, how individuals understand themselves, and how some of those 

individuals – the scientists – understand the phenomena they are researching. From observing 

how neurons that fire when a monkey eats a banana also fire when the monkey sees another 

monkey eat a banana [26], we (humanity as a whole) are quick to posit ‘answers’ to ‘big’ 

questions of cognition such as empathy or even love. 

An illustrative example of the dangers of over-eager extrapolation is the now famous experiment 

with rats whose brains had been wired to a lever so that, upon pressing the lever, their reward 

centres were stimulated [27]. Once the rig had been figured out, the rats would press the lever 

continuously, thousands of times per hour, day after day. In similar studies, it has been shown 

that these more direct forms of stimulation (intravenous cocaine or direct electrical brain 

stimulation) were preferred even over food, resulting in the rats’ eventual starvation [28]. 

These findings were kindling for the fires of reckless explanation. Their conclusions were 

immediately applied to humans: that our other survival instincts bow to the tyrannical rule of 

our rewards system. There is no hope for wholesome living – for as long as drugs are 

available, addiction and ruin are inevitable. Such have we divined from rats. 

However, the cogs of science ground on. A subsequent study [29] introduced a control group. 

While one group of rats was kept, just like in the previous studies, in a small cage, the other 

group had a pen with numerous toys, ample food and lots of room for playing and mating – a 

so-called ‘rat park’. Both groups started off addicted to morphine and given a free choice of 

regular water or morphine solution. As by then expected, the caged rats gorged themselves on 

the drug. But, surprisingly, the park rats seemed to prefer regular water [29], indicating that 

addiction might be stymied by a sufficiently stimulating environment. The previous 
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extrapolation that the rewards system subjugates all other instincts was thus challenged, thus 

also pointing out how problematic it is to infer complex environmentally dependent cognitive 

dynamics from studies accommodating necessarily reductive and ‘simplifying’ methodology 

(which tries to negate environmental impact as much as possible). 

The here elucidated issue with simplification and (reckless) extrapolation is concerning for 

the whole of cognitive science. Is the cognition that is researched in the lab the same one that 

occurs ‘in the wild’? If (cognitive) science needs to distil every phenomenon into a 

measurable variable, can it still be said that it is researching that very phenomenon, or is it but 

studying a homeopathic solution of questionable potency and ecological validity3? 

THE SELF-CORRECTING MECHANISM 

The heretofore presented issues paint a grim and pessimistic picture. It seems that whatever 

step we take, however far we loop back, we are surrounded by dead ends and every time we 

try to move to a different road it turns out to be on a different (explanatory) level. Is there 

really no hope to someday find our way to the truth about the mind? 

It would be only fair to concede at this point that the hitherto used metaphor of branching 

paths and stepping forward is, though illustrative, somewhat deceiving as far as the nature of 

scientific progress is concerned. Science is not in the business of discovering reality, but in 

negotiating with the environment, or as Bertrand Russell [30; p.15] puts it: 

“Science thus encourages the abandonment of the search for absolute truth, and 

the substitution of what may be called “technical” truth, which belongs to any 

theory that can be successfully employed in inventions or in predicting the future. 

“Technical” truth is a matter of degree: a theory from which more successful 

inventions and predictions spring is truer than one which gives rise to fewer. 

“Knowledge” ceases to be a mental mirror of the universe, and becomes merely a 

practical tool in the manipulation of matter.” 

If we subject the whole endeavour of science to this criterion of “technical” truth – that is, 

whether its theories can be successfully employed – we find ourselves before a staggering 

mass of evidence for its efficacy. How then do we console our analyses of its numerous flaws 

with its resounding success? How can it be riddled with mistakes and still grind on, spewing 

out better and better theories? The answer is exactly thus: it continues to spew out better and 

better theories, all the while looping back, correcting past mistakes and improving or 

discarding and substituting past theories that no longer appear to hold water. 

This is science’s self-correcting mechanism: a culture of falsification [31], replicability and 

peer-review – a culture of testing, retesting and gathering of new data to support or disprove. 

R. Feynman characterised science as “belief in the ignorance of experts” [32; p.315]. All this 

is done in an attempt to cover all the blind spots, account for biases and rectify past mistakes. 

The institutionalized self-correcting process was already evident in our previous example 

with rats: scientists put the work of their peers under close scrutiny, found shortcomings, and 

developed a better experiment. The new experiment in turn was put under close scrutiny that 

revealed shortcomings (cf. [33, 34]), and the cycle of re-examination continues. 

Through this very same process, cognitive science – even from way before it was called that –

 evolved from a sole interest in the relationship between stimulus and behaviour 

(behaviourism), to an interest in the brain and how it processes information (information-

processing metaphor) and now to tendencies towards embodied and social aspects of the 

mind. Finally, in the past few decades, the phenomenological or first-person perspective is 

being taken into account as well (for example, in the form of enactivism, see [7, 35]). 
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The self-correcting mechanism is perhaps science’s strongest virtue. It allows science to 

constantly loop back and improve itself in the face of new data, to question perhaps out-dated 

metaphors, to re-evaluate the very nature of measurement and observation, to become aware 

of its own effect on society and society’s effect on scientific work, and of the dangers of 

shifting between different levels of explanation. What is more, this mechanism built into the 

scientific process itself, so change need not be brought about by outside intervention. To 

overthrow a misruling despot within science – perhaps in the form of a common metaphor or 

a leading theory – there is no need for an armed militia to instigate a violent revolution. 

Science constantly revolutionises itself. The “governance” of a leading theory is thoroughly 

and ceaselessly being questioned by the very proponents of that theory and their peers. Thus, 

we invite the reader to do just that. Peruse this text (and this issue, this journal, other 

journals, …) and scrutinize the contents, be mindful of the problems described (t)herein in so 

far as they apply to your work, and do not hesitate to call us out on what we ourselves have 

missed. The descent into placid naivety can, after all, be ever so seductive. 

REMARKS 
1A prominent example of our intuitions shaping our research is found in computer modeling. 
1The issue known as Pac-Man effect [36] brings to attention that, to simplify, it is always the 
1one making the computer model that determines what is food that should be sought out and 
1what are predators that should be avoided, not the agent itself (see also [10]). 
2That is not to say that phenomena and their explanations are simple in the colloquial sense 
2(anyone trying to wrap their head around quantum mechanics can attest to that), just that less 
2“other factors” (such as the environment) need to be accounted for or ignored when 
2researching them. 
3See also Strle [37] for similar claims in the domain of decision-making. 
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ABSTRACT 

Drawing on the distinction between natural and human kinds, I will discuss the looping effects of 

human kinds through the lens of contemporary cognitive (neuro)science. I will try to show that 

cognitive science is mainly in the business of investigating, understanding and explaining human 

kinds. As new conceptualisations of the human mind, agency and our nature are being created (by, for 

instance, neuroscience), they open up the possibility for new, different understandings of what it 

means to be a human being. This, I will argue, can change how people think and behave and thus 

change the very phenomena cognitive science investigates. Consequently, cognitive science can affect 

its very (future) findings. This holds especially true when society embraces new conceptualisations of 

the human mind and new ways of self-understanding become part and parcel of social discourse, 

activities, and/or structures. 

The quest for understanding the human mind, I will claim, is a looping journey, where what we 

“discover” about the human mind is inherently dependent on how we, as human beings, understand 

ourselves; and how we understand ourselves is, to a certain degree, dependent on how science 

understands us and on how we interpret what it has to say about our nature. At the end of the article, 

this will lead me to consider cognitive science as an intrinsically ethical endeavour. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In the article, I will discuss the looping effects of human kinds through the lens of 

contemporary cognitive (neuro)science. Drawing on Hacking’s distinction between natural 

and human kinds [1, 2], I will try to show that psychology and cognitive (neuro)science are 

mainly in the business of investigating, understanding and explaining human, and not natural 

kinds. That is kinds that are dependent on what beliefs we hold about them, what descriptions 

we apply to them and what kind of actions we perform according to our understanding of 

them – kinds that are affected by and change according to our self-understandings. 

As new conceptualisations of the human mind, agency and our nature are being created by 

science, this opens up the possibility for new, different understandings of what it means to be 

a human being and thus change how we think and act. This holds especially true when 

society embraces new conceptualisations of the human mind on a larger scale and new ways 

of self-understanding become part and parcel of social discourse, activities, and/or structures. 

And if we agree with the claim that cognitive science’s outlook on the human mind – be it 

neuro-reductionist or enactivist – can affect how people think, decide, exert self-control, 

behave in moral situations, etc. and (by definition) agree that thinking, decision-making, self-

control, moral behaviour, etc. are, among others, cognitive (neuro)science’s intended 

“objects” of investigation, we should accept the claim that cognitive (neuro)science has an 

impact on the very phenomena it investigates and thus influences its very (future) findings. 

Understanding the human mind is a looping journey; what we “discover” about the human 

mind is inherently dependent on how we, as human beings, understand ourselves; and how 

we understand ourselves is, to a certain degree, dependent on how science understands us and 

how we interpret what it implies about our nature. 

Such looping effects are quite foreign to sciences that strive to be as objective as possible, 

independent of observers’ – researcher’s or subject’s – perspectives and attitudes towards the 

phenomenon under investigation, and value-free in their account of the human mind and 

nature. Objectivity, as succinctly defined by Reiss and Sprenger, “expresses the idea that the 

claims, methods and results of science are not, or should not be influenced by particular 

perspectives, value commitments, community bias or personal interests, to name a few 

relevant factors.” [3] Objectivity, at least in this regard, is unattainable for cognitive 

(neuro)science; for, the quest for understanding the human mind is inherently a looping 

journey. The looping nature of understanding the human mind is, however, not something we 

could explain away as some sort of (neural?) noise, or remedy by, for instance, better 

methodology or statistical analysis and utter “Good riddance!”. 

At the end of the article, the presented view on the human mind will also steer me to consider 

cognitive science more as an ethical endeavour and not as an endeavour that should reveal 

what the human mind really is. 

NATURAL AND HUMAN KINDS, AND THE LOOPING EFFECTS OF 
HUMAN KINDS 

In one of his articles, Hacking [2] (see also [1, 4]) discusses the looping effects of human 

kinds – how entities (“objects” and categories) studied by psychology exert an influence on 

themselves. But before I delve into the matter, let me first explain the distinction between 

human and natural kinds. 

According to Bird and Tobin [5], natural kind “corresponds to a grouping that reflects the 
structure of the natural world rather than the interests and actions of human beings.” 

Crucially, natural kinds can hence be characterised by “intelligibility outside discursive 
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contexts; indifference to the descriptions applied to them; and independence of categories and 
kinds.” [6; p.773] According to Hacking [2] and Brinkmann [6, 7], examples of natural kinds 
are quarks, sunsets, the common cold, mud, trees, tigers, water, and gold, to name a few. 
Take water for instance. Water has several properties: it is tasteless, colourless and boils 
under specific conditions. But physics and chemistry, in their understanding of what water is, 
do not stop at these properties. They aim at discovering the essential properties of the 
phenomenon, which, in turn, also enables them to explain the more superficial properties. In 

the case of water, its essential property is its molecular structure, not its transparency or 
colourlessness. And, even though we incorrectly perceived these superficial properties – if it, 
for instance, turned out that our sense of taste is not that accurate and we wrongly perceived 
water as tasteless –this would not change the fact that we call this liquid water (at least in 
physics and chemistry). The reason being that water’s basic molecular structure remains the 
same, irrespective of how we perceive it (see also [8]). The aim of natural sciences is thus in 
this (a little simplified) regard, “to find natural kinds, because, if they succeed in doing so, 
they can get an overview of the common essential properties of a class of things that allow 
them to explain other, more superficial, properties of this class of things.” [7; p.1221]. 

The question that Hacking [1, 2, 4], Brinkmann [6, 7] and others, e.g., [9], pose, is whether 
psychology is about natural or some other sort of kinds. Do psychology and cognitive science 
study the same sort of entities (categories, phenomena) as physics, or chemistry? Are their 
intended objects of investigation – as many would like to believe – independent of particular 
attitudes, individual perspectives, values, and description applied to them, as is the case in 

natural sciences? (But confer Kordeš [10] for the discussion on similarities between the study 
of consciousness and quantum physics.) Some scholars (e.g., Brinkmann and Danziger) 
would answer with a definite no. Psychology – I will extend some of their claims to cognitive 
science – does not, in general, study natural but human kinds. 

Human kinds can be characterised by “intelligibility only within a discursive context; 
interaction with the descriptions applied to them; and emergence together of categories and 
kinds.” [6; p.773]. Human kinds, according to Hacking, are “(i) kinds that are relevant to 
some of us, (ii), kinds that primarily sort people, their actions, and behaviour, and (iii) kinds 
that are studied in the human and social sciences, i.e. kinds about which we hope to have 
knowledge. I add (iv) that kinds of people are paramount; I want to include kinds of human 
behaviour, action, tendency, etc. only when they are projected to form the idea of a kind of 
person.” [2; p.354] For Hacking [2], examples of human kinds are homosexuality, multiple-
personality-disorder, suicide, teen-age-pregnancy, adolescence, etc. For Hacking, one of the 

fundamental characteristics of human kinds is their role in classifying and sorting people into 
certain categories, or kinds of people (see his four-point definition above). However, I will 
extend the notion of human kinds to aspects of cognition that are “in the minds of people”; to 
aspects of the human mind that are paramount to people in their self-understanding (e.g., 
decision-making, self-control, volition, moral agency, mental disorders, mindfulness 
meditation, etc.), irrespective of whether people are classified as certain kinds because of 
being understood in this or that way. (See also Thompson’s intriguing article Looping Effects 
and the Cognitive Science of Mindfulness Meditation [11].) 

By contrasting natural and human kinds, neither Hacking nor I want to state that human kinds 
are not natural or part of nature. Human kinds are as real as natural kinds. It is just that they 
constitute a different “reality” – what they are, how they behave, and what we “discover” about 
them is partly defined by what beliefs we hold about them, how we characterise them, what we 
do according to how we understand them, etc. As Brinkmann (paraphrasing A. MacIntyre) crisply 
puts it: “It makes no difference to water what we call it, but it does make a difference to human 

kinds. After all, as A. MacIntyre once remarked, molecules do not read chemistry textbooks, 
whereas humans do read psychology books that affect their self-understandings” [6; p.775]. 
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A very similar attitude towards psychology is held by Danziger in his discussion of what he 

terms unreflected naturalism. He states [9; p.2]: 

“They [psychologists] tend to proceed as though everyday psychological 

categories, like intelligence, emotion or learning, represented natural kinds, as 

though the distinctions expressed in such categories accurately reflected the 

natural divisions among psychological phenomena. Psychological discussions 

typically assume that there really is a distinct kind of entity out there that 

corresponds exactly to what we refer to as an attitude say, and it is naturally 

different in kind from other sorts of entities out there for which we have different 

category names, like motives or emotions. The belief that scientific psychology 

adds to our knowledge of attitudes, drives, intelligence, etc., involves the implicit 

assumption that there is a fixed human nature whose natural divisions are 

reflected in this received network of categories. […] What is certain, however, is 

that psychological theory requires some pre-understanding of that which it is a 

theory of. That pre-understanding has generally involved the unspoken conviction 

that psychological categories constitute historically invariant phenomena of 

nature, rather than historically determined social constructions.” 

(Here, a discussion of the notion of naturalism would be in order, but it exceeds the scope of 

this article; confer [12, 13].) Psychology, for Danziger, is far from being about a fixed human 

nature that can be studied in an objective way, independent of how we understand it – for 

him, psychology is not about natural kinds but about kinds that are self-referential and 

intrinsically bound to social practice. One of the most important features of human kinds is, 

in this regard, that they exert an influence on themselves. Brinkmann (mostly quoting 

Hacking’s work) nicely expresses the point [6; pp.773-774]: 

“An important feature of human kinds is that they can exert effects on themselves 

(Martin & Sugarman, 2001). They are affected by their classifications and 

interact with their classifications, sometimes affecting the classifications 

themselves. […] This is the looping effect of human kinds: ‘People classified in a 

certain way tend to conform to or grow into the ways they are described; but they 

also evolve in their own ways, so that the classifications and descriptions have to 

be constantly revised’ (Hacking, 1995a, p. 21). And further: ‘Inventing or 

molding a new kind, a new classification, of people or of behavior may create 

new ways to be a person, new choices to make, for good or evil. There are new 

descriptions, and hence new actions under a description. (p. 239)’
 
”. 

As said, I will not so much focus on the classificatory or sorting function of human kinds that 

Hacking emphasises. I shall now rather discuss how science’s outlook on the human mind 

and the way it is perceived by individuals and the public could change how people think and 

act, and thus change science’s very (future) findings. For if a science of the mind investigates 

human mentality and, at the same time, is in the process of changing people’s mentality, it is 

bound to change what it is “discovering” about it. The quest of understanding the human 

mind is a looping journey. Choudhury, Nagel and Slaby express the idea in somewhat 

different manner: “[R]epresentations of the objectified phenomenon influence the 

phenomenon itself and its subsequent study, and thus, the journey is a loop” [14; p.65]. 

Let me now turn to cognitive neuroscience’s outlook on the human mind, its wide integration 

into society and to presenting some empirical evidence that indirectly shows how an outlook 

on the human mind affects people’s beliefs, behaviour and mentality. Last, I will discuss how 

this shows that cognitive (neuro)science is exerting an influence on its very (future) findings. 
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UBIQUITOUS NEUROSCIENCE: FROM NEURO-TAGGED DISCIPLINES 
TO SOCIAL STRUCTURE 

Neuroscience is becoming better and better in measuring the physical underpinnings of 

mentality. Its theories are more and more successful in explaining various aspects of the 

human mind and behaviour in terms of physical processes and mechanisms. It seems the time 

is ripe that we start understanding the human mind more in terms of its physicality and less in 

terms of its being separate from it. As Farah puts it [15; p.586]: 

“Neuroscience does not merely give us new tools to be used to the benefit or 

detriment of humanity; it gives us a new way of thinking about humanity. […] 

Neuroscience provides an alternative perspective, from which human behavior 

can also be understood as the result of physical causes. Even for people who do 

not follow the latest trends in science or spend time thinking about the nature of 

humanity, the applications of neuroscience […] will provide many reminders that 

our minds are, at root, physical mechanisms. By making people part of the 

clockwork universe, neuroscience challenges many assumptions about morality 

and personhood. […] as the neuroscience of personality, decision making, and 

impulse control begins to offer a more detailed and specific account of the 

physical processes leading to irresponsible or criminal behavior, the deterministic 

viewpoint will probably gain a stronger hold on our intuitions. Whereas the laws 

of physics are a little too abstract to displace the concept of personal 

responsibility in our minds, our moral judgments might well be moved by a 

demonstration of subtle damage to prefrontal inhibitory mechanisms wrought by, 

for example, past drug abuse or childhood neglect.” 

It further seems that neuroscience and its mechanistic and sometimes deterministic 

understanding of the human mind and behaviour are being more and more accepted by the 

public and discussed in the media [16-18]. In the media, for instance, the brain has been held 

responsible for many things, adolescents’ decisions and purported irresponsible behaviour, 

among others. To provide one illustration: “Recent studies of brain development in teenagers 

may finally give parents the scientific authority to say “No you’re not!” in answer to the 

common adolescent complaint, “But I’m old enough to make my own decisions!” That 

authority comes from brain imaging studies that reveal some surprising features of the 

adolescent brain” [19]. 

Neuroscientific methods, findings, and theories are also being more and more integrated into 

social sciences – traditionally perceived as “softer” sciences in comparison to the more 

“hard” natural sciences – such as psychology, educational science, economics, business 

sciences, organizational science, etc., and even into some branches of the humanities (e.g., 

law, ethics, art). This is well visible from the surge of new neuro-tagged disciplines in the last 

two decades, such as neuroeducation [20], neuroeconomics [21], neuromarketing [22], 

consumer neuroscience [23], neuroesthetics [24] and neurolaw [25]. 

Further, neuroscientific findings, methods, concepts, and theories, are also becoming part and 

parcel of various social domains, such as the law, education, and policy-making. In the 

domain of the law, there are, for instance, more and more cases where a “My brain made me 

do it” defence is being used to diminish the culpability of criminals [26-28], and in the U.S.A. 

– where the rise in the use of neuroscience in matters of law is most prominent – the supreme 

court has already partly based its decision to categorically exclude adolescents from sentence 

of life without the possibility of parole in non-homicide cases upon neuroscientific findings 

on brain development (in Graham v. Florida; see [29]). 
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In the domain of education, many aspects of learning and teaching have been discussed in 
light of neuroscientific findings of the human brain and cognition, and various interventions 
proposed and discussed. For instance in the domains of mathematics, reading, brain training, 
spaced learning, learning disorders, etc. (see [30] for a review and scope of application across 
various domains). 

Further, it is not only neuroscience that claims that the human mind and behaviour is caused 
by some sort of unconscious mechanism or mainly guided by unconscious processing. 
Psychology and behavioural economics of human judgment and decision-making, in large 
part, make similar claims. They are, even though still predominantly behaviourist, also more 
and more infused with neuroscience; see [31]. Behavioural sciences of decision-making 
argue, for instance, that human rationality and self-control are rather limited and that our 
judgments and choices are many times biased, predominantly lead by unconscious processes, 
e.g., [32, 33]. Some authors [34, 35] thus propose decision nudges as a solution to flawed 
human decision-making. Namely, they claim that we should implement changes to 
background environments (to simplify decision-making, to eliminate the need for choice by 
default rules, etc.) against which people make choices, to nudge or steer people’s choice and 
behaviour in health, wealth, and happiness-promoting direction. Moreover, more and more 
governments, policy-making agencies and economic institutions worldwide are trying to base 
their decisions about policy-making and/or change in social structures upon behavioural 
insight that is the “result from multidisciplinary research in fields such as economics, 
psychology and neuroscience, to understand how humans behave and make decisions in 
everyday life.” [36; p.10] For some examples see the following lengthy publications: 
European Commission’s in-house science service (the Joint Research Centre) report 
Behavioural Insights Applied to Policy [36]; the World Bank’s report Mind, Society, and 
Behavior [37]; and the OECD’s report Behavioural Insights and Public Policy: Lessons from 
Around the World [38]. 

Together with its growing popularity that is visible through the emergence of new neuro-
tagged disciplines, discussions of neuroscientific findings in the media, and neuroscience’s 
growing acceptance in various public domains (such as the law, economics, policy-making, 
and education), neuroscience seems to not have only reached most scientific communities, 
but also a large part of the public. This also means that neuroscience is on the way to 
challenge – if this has not already happened – our self-understanding [18; p.220]: 

“Contemporary neuroscience carries particular social weight. In today’s secular 
societies, the brain is an acutely significant organ, represented as the seat of mind 
and self (Rose, 2007). Consequently, the production of brain-related knowledge is 
culturally important, carrying implications for how people see themselves as 
individuals and human beings. Brain-based information possesses rhetorical 
power: logically irrelevant neuroscience information imbues an argument with 
authoritative, scientific credibility (McCabe and Castel, 2008; Weisberg et al., 
2008). Thus, the assimilation of neuroscience into public consciousness may have 
repercussions for beliefs, attitudes, and behavior, and as neuroscience grows in 
prominence, it is necessary to cultivate awareness of how it is mobilized in society.” 

HOW SCIENCE’S OUTLOOK ON THE HUMAN MIND AND ITS 
RECEPTION AFFECT ITS VERY FINDINGS 

Let me now present some studies that indirectly show how changing people’s beliefs about 
human agency towards a more deterministic and/or mechanistic conception – which seems 
similar to how neuroscience is being interpreted, at least in some contexts – changes how 
people think and behave. I will also consider the question of how cultural beliefs influence 
the human mind and how this bears upon science’s findings of cognitive phenomena. 
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In their seminal study, Vohs and Schooler [39] demonstrate that changing people’s beliefs 

about free will changes their moral behaviour. They show that weakening people’s belief in 

free will – by presenting them with deterministic and/or reductionistic descriptions of human 

mentality and action (e.g, a passage from F. Crick’s 1994 book [40]) – makes people, 

compared to the control group, passively (study 1) and actively (study 2) cheat more. 

Furthermore, studies show that weakening belief in free will increases aggression and 

decreases willingness to help [41], induces impulsive and antisocial tendencies [42], and even 

leads to change in basic brain function, such as to the reduction of the readiness potential 

(linked to voluntary motor action) [43]. According to Rigoni and colleagues, such studies 

show the following [43; p.617]: 

“[U]ndermining the idea that we are “the masters of our own houses” … 

presumably reduces the intentional effort we put into action. … Putting less effort 

into an action might weaken our sense of agency for these actions and lead to a 

reduced feeling of responsibility. This reduced feeling of responsibility would 

very likely result in more careless and irresponsible behavior. … From this 

perspective, we could hypothesize that dismissing the idea that people can control 

their own actions acts as a nonauthorship indicator, thereby decreasing people’s 

sense of authorship. In sum, … this suggests that abstract belief systems might 

have a much more fundamental effect than most people would expect.” 

Similarly, the functioning of self-control – one of the important aspects of human agency 

psychology and neuroscience avidly investigate – can reveal itself in different ways 

according to distinct cultural beliefs. Research by Savani and Job [44] shows, for instance, 

that the ego-depletion effect – exerting willpower leads to worse performance on further 

mentally demanding task – is quite dependent on people’s beliefs about the exertion of will 

and self-control. They show that Indians’ acts of self-control improved their subsequent 

performance on demanding mental tasks, contrary to the American subjects, whose 

subsequent performance worsened in accordance with the traditional ego-depletion effect. 

Namely, Indians, contrary to the Americans, exhibited the reverse ego-depletion effect. 

According to the authors of the study, this is due to their belief that exerting willpower is 

“energising” – a belief not held by the American subjects (as measured on a questionnaire). 

The part of the American subjects that held similar beliefs to Indians also exhibited the 

reverse ego-depletion effect. 

The often-naturalised phenomenon of ego-depletion is thus not a universal phenomenon, 

rooted in human neurobiology alone. Rather, it is to a certain degree dependent on how 

people understand themselves – be it the consequence of cultural or scientific beliefs about 

the nature of the human mind. (Scientific beliefs, it must be emphasised, are often also part 

and parcel of a culture and its values.) The authors of the study [44] state something quite in 

line with the ideas put forth in this article: “Peoples’ cultural background and beliefs contribute 

considerably to what has been primarily viewed as a biological phenomenon” [44; p.15]. 

Culture and/or science have the potential to exert an influence on people’s beliefs about their 

minds and that, in turn, changes how their minds function. Hence, the purportedly objective 

scientific findings of seemingly biological phenomena loopingly change according to how 

people understand themselves; at least in part. 

I do not wish to claim that neuroscience per se entails that human agency is an illusion or that 
neuroscience, as such, diminishes human agency (e.g., self-control). Science alone – without 
someone to interpret, understand, or discuss it – does not have any point of view on the 
human mind. However, the relation between what neuroscience (or, better put, 
neuroscientists) states about the human mind and how this is received and interpreted by 
individuals and the public, is quite important for people’s self-understandings. (See also 
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Dumit’s works [45, 46] where he points out that people who see neurobiological evidence for 
their mental illness, for instance, interpret this evidence in many different ways and act 
accordingly.) And even though it was not true that neuroscientific findings and theories, as I 
was in part implying, are being interpreted in the direction of deterministic and mechanistic 
conception of the human mind, neuroscience seems to have become rather ubiquitous in 
many aspects of our lives and is, for this reason, probably on the way to redefine how we 
understand ourselves. In consequence, cognitive (neuro)scientific future findings are bound to 

be affected by new self-understandings that are continually being brought forth by sciences of 
the mind, creating a looping journey of understanding the human mind. 

IN CONCLUSION: LOOPING MINDS AND AN ETHICAL OUTLOOK 
ON COGNITIVE SCIENCE 

When people embrace new (scientific) conceptualisations of the human mind, new, different 
ways of being a human being become possible. As Hacking puts it: “When new descriptions 
become available, when they come into circulation, or even when they become the sorts of 
things that it is all right to say, to think, then there are new things to choose to do. When new 
intentions become open to me, because new descriptions, new concepts, become available to me, 
I live in a world of new opportunities” [1; p.236]. And, as new ways of self-understanding 
become part and parcel of social discourse, activities, and structure, people’s behaviour and 
activities, thoughts and beliefs, feelings and desires, and their self-understandings change as 
well. Researching, explaining and understanding particular aspects of the human mind are 
hence not activities of discovery, but, at least to some degree, activities of co-creation and co-
construction. That is, what we discover about the human mind is rather dependent on how 
people understand themselves and how people self-understand is partly dependent on 
science’s outlook on the nature of the human mind. Understanding the human mind is thus 
inherently self-referring. (In cognitive science, the self-referential and looping nature of 

understanding the human mind is taken seriously, for instance, by the enactive account of 
cognition put forth by Varela, Thompson, and Rosch [47]; see also [48] for discussions on 
circularities of the mind.) 

This, however, implies that cognitive science (or any science of the human mind) is not in the 
business of uncovering objective truths – devoid of particular perspective and value-free – 
but in the business of “making up people” [4]. Understanding the human mind and the way 
we decide to understand the human mind (ourselves and others) is thus an endeavour full of 
personal and cultural values, of what we aspire to become and is, all in all, quite an existential 
journey. This might remind us that cognitive science – the quest of which is to unravel the 
mystery of the human mind – is, in its core, essentially an ethical endeavour and not an 
endeavour that should reveal what the human mind really is. To conclude this thought with 
the beautiful concluding paragraphs of Varela’s essay The Creative Circle: Sketches on the 
natural History of Circularity [49; p.320]: 

“[W]hen we follow the guiding thread of circularity and its natural history, we 

may look at that quandary from a different perspective: that of participation and 
interpretation, where the subject and the object are inseparably meshed. … It 
reveals to us a world where ‘no-ground,’ ‘no-foundation’ can become the basis 
for understanding that the age-old ideal of objectivity … is, by its own scientific 
standards, a chimera. We should do better to fully accept the notoriously different 
and more difficult situation of existing in a world where no one in particular can 
have a claim to better understanding in a universal sense. This is indeed 
interesting: that the empirical world of the living and the logic of self-reference, 
that the whole of the natural history of circularity should tell us that ethics […] is 
the very foundation of knowledge, and also its final point.” 
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ABSTRACT 

Computational modelling has a rich history of successful use in researching cognitive phenomena. Its 

discoveries and applications do not seem to be stopping, yet with the rise of contemporary cognitive 

science paradigms, its scope and limits have been consistently put into the spotlight. The article 

reveals the scope of computational modelling by revealing its important role in progressing cognitive 

science research and helping cause important paradigm shifts as well as being useful at many levels of 

analysis. The limits are revealed to be some that are not easily solvable, if at all, mostly as they are not 

dependant on technological advancements. There are two main obstacles for computational modelling 

of cognitive phenomena: research bias, which manifests through the necessary presence of the 

designer’s epistemological position as well as ideas on the mind and thus unavoidably being included 

in the model; and autonomy, the impenetrable basic element of living nature, which seems to make 

living organisms self-determine and thus create their own meaning in the world, something that seems 

to be unmodellable due to the designer always inputting her own meanings into the model and onto 

the modelled agents, which has been dubbed the PacMan Syndrome. Computational modelling is 

discussed in the light of these shortcomings, especially what it means to model living nature. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Terry Winograd, a computer scientist, mostly known for his work on natural language 

processing in his SHRDLU program in the 1960s and 1970s [1], became rather quickly 

disillusioned when he started researching the mind using artificial intelligence (AI) half a 

decade ago. “Seekers after the glitter of intelligence are misguided in trying to cast it in the 

base metal of computing,” Winograd expressed his scepticism in his acclaimed paper 

“Thinking Machines: Can there be? Are we?” [2; p.217]. In it, he argues that computer 

models that are used for researching cognitive phenomena are limited to investigating and 

exhibiting only a particular kind of intelligence, “one that can usefully be likened to 

bureaucracy” [2; p.198]. This particular kind of intelligence, the only one computational 

modelling (CM) and AI are supposed handle, has two bases. This kind of intelligence covers 

everything that can be represented as a search problem, as some AI researchers say that 

everything in AI is a search problem [3]. Therefore, if it is a search problem, if it really is a 

search problem – and few things in life really are search problems for natural cognition – CM 

and AI can be used to research and replicate it. What is more – a lot more, since this seems to 

be deeply problematic and wholly unsolvable – is that search problem solving is only 

meaningful to humans. This is not disconnected from the second basis, which seems to be 

equally unsolvable. Since researchers in cognitive science usually (even if unknowingly) 

subscribe to one cognitive science paradigm or another, they have different ideas about 

cognition and how it works. These more oft than not epistemological presuppositions have 

their way of creeping into the models and simulations, stay there and manifest in influencing 

the research and its results profoundly. Removing researchers’ bias and presuppositions is 

impossible as long as there are cognitive science paradigms. 

However, CM has historically proven to be a powerful tool for researching cognitive 

phenomena. The limits of this scope are still debated on, especially in direct relation to 

natural cognition, but if anything, CM has produced impressing results. It has been one of 

the, if not the main catalyst for radical progress in cognitive science, whether through its 

virtues or through its faults, its positive results or its failures. A look through the history of 

cognitive science and the role of CM in the paradigm shifts is paramount to understanding the 

scope (and some limits) of CM. First, an overview of cognitive CM and its methods is given, 

with a few listed examples of how CM helped researchers in understanding cognitive 

phenomena at different levels of analysis. Second, an overview of the role of CM in paradigm 

shifts in cognitive science is presented. 

THE ROLE OF COMPUTATIONAL MODELLING IN COGNITIVE 

SCIENCE AND ITS HISTORY 

This section overviews how computational modelling can be and has been used in cognitive 

science. The overview looks at CM’s use at different levels of analysis as well as its role in 

different cognitive science paradigms and their shifts. The role of CM in cognitive science’s 

progress and paradigm shifts is especially important. Its recount is meant to show how certain 

ideas about the mind limited research on cognitive phenomena, and CM’s use helped explore 

new ideas to fuel progress in how the mind is viewed. 

There are numerous domains of phenomena CM can be used in for research. To showcase 

this wide scope, one example from each level of analysis, arguably pertaining to cognitive 

science, will be listed (see Table 1): from “the sociological level, the psychological level, the 

componential level, and the physiological level” [4; p.14]. 
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Table 1. Hierarchy of four levels of analysis, from [4; p.12]. 

Level Object of analysis Type of analysis Computational model 

1 inter-agent processes social/cultural collections of agents 

2 agents psychological individual agents 

3 intra-agent processes componential modular construction of agents 

4 substrates physiological biological realisation of modules 

Computational research on the sociological level, which includes collective behaviour, group 

cognition, inter-agent processes and agent-environment interaction, is mostly concerned with 

emergent phenomena from interactions. Recently, CM of pedestrian behaviour has been 

successful in determining individual behaviour from emergent properties of crowding. 

Moussaïd, Helbing and Theraulaz found that “guided by visual information, namely the 

distance of obstructions in candidate lines of sight, pedestrians apply two simple cognitive 

procedures to adapt their walking speeds and directions” [5; p.6884]. Their model predicts 

“individual trajectories and collective patterns of motion in good quantitative agreement with 

a large variety of empirical and experimental data”, “the emergence of self-organization 

phenomena, such as the spontaneous formation of unidirectional lanes or stop-and-go waves” 

and that “the combination of pedestrian heuristics with body collisions generates crowd 

turbulence at extreme densities” [5; p.6884]. They assert that their model gives insight into 

spontaneous human behaviour in dynamic systems with many agents, and this insight has 

already been accepted in the circles of research on human crowd motion [6]. 

Computational research on the psychological level, which includes individual behaviour, 

mental states, emotion, perception, action, concepts, development, learning and so on, has 

been investigated with CM of child development. The endeavour has been largely successful 

in accounting for and giving insights into developmental processes. One of the big questions 

in this area is whether development and learning are distinct processes. Sun [4] summarises 

computational insights on this, which have become important components of contemporary 

child development theories in psychology [7]: 

“Using constructive learning models also resolves the ‘paradox of development’: 

It was argued that if learning was done by proposing and testing hypotheses, it 

was not possible to learn anything that could not already be represented. This 

argument becomes irrelevant in light of constructive learning models where 

learning mechanisms that construct representations are separate from the 

representation of domain-specific knowledge. […] [C]omputational modeling 

suggests that development is functionally distinct from learning” [4; p.20]. 

Computational research on the componential level, which includes intra-agent processes or 

cognitive architectures, produced a number of architectures, such as CLARION, ACT-R and 

Soar, which succeeded in various cognitive domains. CLARION has been indispensable in 

developing a comprehensive theory on skill learning. Sun [4] explains CLARION’s role in 

understanding skill learning:  

“At a theoretical level, this work explicates the interaction between implicit and 

explicit cognitive processes in skill learning […]. It highlights the interaction 

between the two types of processes and its various effects on learning […]. At an 

empirical level, a model centered on such an interaction constructed based on 

CLARION was used to account for data in a variety of task domains […]. The 

model was able to explain data in these task domains, shedding light on some 

apparently contradictory findings […]” [4; pp.20-21]. 

Sun argues that CLARION “helped to achieve a level of theoretical integration and 

explanation beyond the previous theorizing” [4; p.21]. 
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Computational research on the physiological level, which includes biological substrates, is 

mostly applied in the discipline of computational neuroscience. One inspiring example of the 

use of neuroscientific CM is understanding how blind people perceive after being 

implemented with technological artefacts. Fine and Boynton [8] use “a computational model 

of axon fibre trajectories developed using traced nerve fibre bundle trajectories extracted 

from fundus photographs of 55 human subjects” [8; p.4] to understand “distortions of the 

perceptual experience” [8; p.1]. Gained insights about visual perception in blind people from 

this research has been used in developing better sight restoration technologies [9]. 

The examples on CM usage in studying cognitive phenomena at different levels of analysis 

show clear contribution to knowledge on cognition, thereby exhibiting CM’s wide scope. To 

understand it in context, CM research that fuelled paradigm change in cognitive science will 

be discussed. Again, specific examples will be listed for showcasing. The paradigm changes 

that occurred in cognitive science shifted core epistemological presuppositions and ideas 

about the mind and cognition, removing some limits older paradigms unwittingly imposed 

onto research. Consecutive paradigms therefore trod the path to new knowledge, as new 

research was able to be produced on previously unsolvable obstacles.  

Three paradigm shifts can be discerned in cognitive science and its history, each with its own 

scientific tool, in no coincidence belonging to computational methodology (see Figure 1): 

cognitivism [10] with symbolic information processing, connectionism [11] with artificial 

neural networks and embodied-embedded-enactive approaches [12] with mobile robots [13]. 

 
Figure 1. Illustration of one interpretation of the evolution of paradigms in cognitive science, 

from [13; p.76]. 

The first paradigm, the paradigm that gave birth to cognitive science, is cognitivism, which 

claims that cognition is computation with arbitrary symbols which represent the world [10]. 

Cognitivism can be said to have started with one important insight. This insight can be traced 

back to the Pythagorean school, which tried to describe reality with abstract descriptions – 

e.g., they figured out a “harmonious relationship between strings on an instrument which 

have certain simple mathematical relationships to each other (e.g. if one string is precisely 

double the length of another, its pitch is an octave lower)” [14; p.14]. The insight that parts of 

the world can be usefully represented by manipulation of arbitrary symbols has found home 

in thinking about mind and cognition as well, mostly due to many (initial) successes in 

applying this insight. The most well-known example may be a computer model of a chess 

player, which was first created by D. Prinz (Turing’s colleague) in 1951. Progress in the 

modelling of a chess player, which was supposed to represent higher cognitive functions such 
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as abstract thinking, escalated very quickly, pinnacled by IBM’s Deep Blue 1996 winning 

against the then greatest chess player, G. Kasparov. Computational models of cognitive 

phenomena that showed results, like the artificial chess player, signalled to cognitive science 

researchers that natural cognition is computational as well. 

However, cognitivist CM has had a lot of issues due to its ideas on how cognition works. One 

stark example is when dealing with large domains, where the number and complexity of rules 

are too high to model top-down, computational models are unable to output desirable 

behaviours. A shift in focus was needed for solving problems such as generalisation. 

Rumelhart and McClelland [15] were able to predict past tense forms of English verbs, a feat 

previously unsolved, when they dealt with computations not in the sequential, centralised, 

top-down and symbolic way, but rather in a parallel, distributed and bottom-up way: 

“The task is interesting because although most of the verbs in English (the regular 

verbs) form the past tense by adding the suffix ‘-ed’, many of the most frequently 

verbs are irregular (‘is’ / ‘was’, ‘come’ / ‘came’, ‘go’ / ‘went’). The net was first 

trained on a set containing a large number of irregular verbs, and later on a set of 

460 verbs containing mostly regulars. The net learned the past tenses of the 460 

verbs in about 200 rounds of training, and it generalized fairly well to verbs not in 

the training set [11; §.11]”. 

The researchers managed to solve the task using artificial neural networks, and the design and 

successful application of this method itself was influential in a paradigm shift that produced a 

new set of fundamental and epistemological ideas on cognition as an emergent phenomenon 

from a network of distributed, interconnected basic elements [11]. However, many 

researchers, such as Varela [12], felt that connectionism was still too focused on the brain, as 

connectionism classified it as the sole source of cognition, and everything, including the 

world – in the form of representations – was crammed in it. Opposition1 to such views 

thought that the connectionist account of cognition was incomplete, and consequently could 

not completely explain how organisms perceive and act in the world so elegantly, effectively 

and efficiently. 

The roboticist R. Brooks, who used CM to explore cognition, was part of the opposition. 

Brooks “pointed out that the bulk of evolution had been spent getting organisms to the stage 

where they had useful sensory and motor systems; phenomena such as tool use, agriculture, 

literature, and calculus represent only the most recent few ‘seconds’ in the evolutionary 

clock” [16; p.20]. He therefore focused his efforts “on the hard job of building systems which 

have sound basic sensorimotor capacities” [16; p.20], which were until his time in the 1980s 

still an unattainable goal for artificial design. Brooks’ idea was that sensorimotor abilities and 

the organism’s direct interaction with the world were crucial to understanding and unlocking 

the mystery of cognition, and that thinking about the latter as if it is building complex 

representations of the world in the central cognition unit (the brain), is wrong. These ideas 

were later applied to many phenomena thought to be in the domain of higher cognition, such 

as mental imagery [17]. This was a fairly obscure view in mainstream cognitive science 

circles, but a growing movement started to champion such ideas in that same time (although 

not all came to the same conclusions, neither furthered the cause by using computational 

methods [12]). Brooks demonstrated the value of his ideas on cognition by building a robot 

that could act intelligently in his laboratory by moving and performing simple tasks [18], a feat 

not achieved before. The relatively simple, multi-layered subsumption architecture was key 

for the robot to demonstrate Brooks’ notion that “the world is its own best model” [19; p.15]. 

Such computational works played a role in spawning a new way of thinking about cognition 

in terms of its relationship with the world. The embodied-embedded-enactive view sees 
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cognition as situated (cognition does not deal with abstract descriptions, but rather the world 

here and now), embodied (bodies non-trivially constitute cognition) and emergent (a central 

concept of connectionism as well, but here cognition is seen as emerging from the brain-

body-environment triad). The organism supposedly enacts its world, constructs it. The role of 

CM is unclear in this last, yet no less central bit of the paradigm. The many problems, rather 

than solutions, in using CM in researching cognition seem to have had a much bigger, if not 

an essential role in paving the way towards the paradigm shift itself, as they strengthened the 

idea that the mind is not working as a computer is [12]. There are some emerging areas of 

investigation, very close to the enactive part of the paradigm, that use CM in their studying of 

how cognition constructs the world, such as predictive processing [20]. However, their 

impact, scope and limits are, as of yet, unclear. 

UNDERSTANDING THE LIMITS TO THE SCOPE OF COMPUTER 
MODELLING IN COGNITIVE SCIENCE 

Despite the important role of CM in cognitive science, there seem to be significant limits to 

its use – and most are not well understood at all. The necessary consequence of not 

understanding the limits of CM is that its scope and reach in researching cognitive 

phenomena are ambiguous as well. Two issues that seem to largely contribute to the limits 

and problems of CM are outlined in this section: the problem of meaning in artificial agents 

and a specific kind of research bias, associated with cognitive science paradigms and their 

presuppositions. To be able to outline these issues, the term ‘computational’, which is the 

cause of many misunderstandings when trying to theorise on CM, will be examined first. 

The history of cognitive science and especially the rein of cognitivism have obscured the 

meaning of ‘computational’ to the degree where it may have become unusable in theoretical 

contemplations. Riegler, Stewart and Ziemke [21] agree that “the concept of ‘computational 

model’ is ambiguous and depends on whether it is used in the sense of the computational(ist) 

theory of mind or simply as a tool” [21; p.1]. They present two different senses in which 

‘computational’ is used and which cause theoretical confusion: 

“The first sense of the term is that the processes being modeled are conceived of 

as being themselves computational in nature. This is the sense that is deliberately, 

honestly and openly taken on board by the proponents of the classical 

‘computational theory of mind’ (CtM) – notably by Jerry Fodor and Noam 

Chomsky, who were historically the prime advocates of this view. […] 

The second sense of the term is that the author has used a computer as a tool to 

express a vision, to render certain aspects or properties of his model salient, to 

make them graspable by relatively direct intuition. This second sense of the term 

is quite different from the first. It is not (just) ‘wider’ or ‘looser’: that would 

invite an assimilation of the two, which would lead us back to the very conflation 

and confusion that we are trying to avoid” [21; p.2]. 

This differentiation is only the first step in uncovering the ambiguity of ‘computational’. 

Even if a researcher subscribes to CtM, the question remains whether any model where the 

world is simulated can be thought of as computational in the first sense – as being 

computational in nature. This means that even if a part of the model, the agent, is faithfully 

modelled, a large part, the world around the agent, is not. Why is that? Many natural 

phenomena, other than those related to living organisms, can be, to different degrees, 

described with mathematical formulas. They can therefore be modelled – e.g., the behaviour 

of winds can be described with differential equations, simulated and the result will be a useful 

approximation [22]. However, as opposed to the mind, no one believes that the winds are 
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doing computations in and for their behaviours [21]. The idea is therefore that living 

organisms perform computations which are expressed by their behaviour in the world, while 

non-living nature does not. What happens then when the two are interacting – the modelled 

living organism and the modelled environment? If one is supposed to represent the true nature 

of the world (computational workings of living beings), while the other is supposed to represent 

approximate description of how the world works through mathematics, the ordeal seems to 

work against the first sense in which Riegler et al. [21] describe ‘computational’ – “processes 

being modeled are conceived of as being themselves computational in nature” [21; p.2]. But 

there is much deeper issue in this turmoil of modelling the mind and the world in different 

ways while using the same ambiguous concept. It is firmly connected to the confusion the 

term ‘computational’ has caused, and it has become thoroughly ingrained in theory and 

practice. Riegler [23] labelled this issue the PacMan Syndrome: 

“[I]t is useless to implement agents in artificial intelligence or artificial life with 

an a priori defined set of concepts, and to claim they were ‘intelligent’. […] 

Artificial agents interact with anthropomorphically defined entities, such as 

‘food’ and ‘enemy’, which make sense only to the programmer of the system. No 

attention is paid to questions like: How have organisms arrived at the idea that 

something is a source of food? How do they ‘know’ that another creature is a 

dangerous opponent?” [23; pp.4-5]. 

Riegler describes how agents are being modelled in the same way as the world is – by 

approximating observable behaviour from a third-person point of view rather than creating 

minds that would truly conform to the first sense of ‘computational’. The problem is 

therefore not in creating agents through paradigms that conform to CtM, but rather a much 

more puzzling enigma. The enigma seems to be stronger than Riegler et al.’s delineation 

between the two senses of ‘computational’. It is, as Füllsack [24] implies, that living 

organisms self-create knowledge and therefore behaviour, while the non-living natural world 

does not. He is somewhat pessimistic in his thoughts on modelling self-creation of knowledge 

by artificial agents instead of their creators, saying that CM can support the case for such 

ideas, but can never succeed in definitively producing it [24], therefore going by the second 

definition of ‘computational’ by Riegler et al. Peschl [25] argues similarly, claiming that “it is 

the designer who plays the role of evolution if he/she designs the network architecture and 

the structure of the artificial cognitive system” [25; p.2213]. 

Undertaking ‘computational’ matters means that one is describing systems from a third-

person point of view, and it is this that causes core predicaments in using CM to investigate 

cognition2. Even if the mind performs symbolic computations with arbitrary symbols to 

function, the mind cannot be computationally described by a third-person observer by 

inputting knowledge, goals, the rules of the game of living and so on into the agent3, as what 

defines living agents is, biologically speaking, their inherent self-determination [31]. The 

researcher as the ultimate creator cannot faithfully create agents, even if she can 

approximately describe behaviours. 

But what if the researcher has different ideas about the mind, different from the ones CtM 

offers? The first definition of ‘computational’ by Riegler et al. does not seem to apply in that 

case at all. And what if the researcher’s theories on cognition, her epistemological 

presuppositions and her decisions on which aspects to include in CM have significant impact 

on the results of her research? In his doctoral dissertation, Kjellman [32; p.i] concluded that 

“the efforts of computer modelling and simulation analysis revealed a pronounced observer-

dependency regarding investigation.” A considerable number of conditions of the modelled 

system is at the whim of its creator. Computational methods themselves carry a certain bias 

as well, as optional parameters and other features of various algorithms that are arbitrarily set 
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make many theoretical issues overlooked or trivial and therefore removed from the 

phenomena as such [33]. Even CM of solely behavioural approximations carries a huge risk 

of observer bias, of the researcher’s ideas on the mind influencing the research itself. 

One such case of presuppositions and ideas about the mind affecting the results was 

investigated by Kolenik and Kordeš [34]. They investigated the relationship between mind 

and world by using CM with genetic algorithms to study whether it is isomorphic or non-

isomorphic perception that is more evolutionary beneficial for modelled organisms. They 

introduced two computational models – a model by Hoffman, Singh and Prakash [35], which 

possessed cognitivist presuppositions, and a newly designed model, which built on Hoffman 

et al.’s model by replacing certain cognitivist presuppositions for enactivist ones, mostly 

focusing on the addition of a sensorimotor loop [36]. Both models produced the same final 

result, as they showed that non-isomorphic perception is evolutionary more beneficial than 

isomorphic. However, the sensorimotor loop caused the newly designed model to evolve 

faster, a feat that had not been anticipated in advance. Different ideas about cognition 

therefore made a significant impact on the results, which makes exploring the influence of 

different presuppositions on models’ behaviour relevant in general, especially as this is an 

issue researchers are mostly not aware of. However, awareness seems to be the hard limit to 

trying to solve this – one cannot model cognition without starting from a set of 

epistemological and other presuppositions on the mind and how it works. Inevitably, these 

will be different amongst researchers, manifesting in different models and different outcomes 

even in research concerning the same cognitive phenomena. 

Being aware of the presence of hard problems in CM, Peschl and Riegler [37] try to 

formulate an answer to what CM offers. They argue that CM and computer simulations have 

to be taken in a certain way, that what is important and insightful “are not so much results 

about details, but concern conceptual knowledge which can be used as input and stimulation 

for both empirical and epistemological investigations” [37; p.15]. They distinguish CM from 

other empirical investigations in cognitive science and its constituents, where most of the 

approaches to cognition “were more or less speculative and commonsense interpretations of 

cognitive phenomena” [37; p.15], as progress “in empirical sciences is based on a continuous 

process of construction, negotiation, and adaptation to the ‘empirical data’
 
” [37; p.15]. They 

point out the downsides of such an approach, as often “the complexity of cognitive processes 

and their substratum does not match the comparably poor empirical approaches and 

understanding of cognitive phenomena …” [37; p.15]. They feel that the more speculative 

areas of cognitive science open the door to CM and simulation: 

“Fortunately, the simulation method introduces a new dimension to cognitive 

science […]. Simulation models are especially interesting in the context of 

cognitive neuroscience, as its empirical results and theories are sometimes so rich 

in detail […] that it is almost impossible to relate them to cognitive phenomena. 

In other words, there is an explanatory gap and a strong tension between the 

epistemologically inspired questions on cognition […] and the empirical and 

highly detailed results from neuroscience. In this context the connectionist 

approach – in the broadest sense – plays a crucial role as mediator: it stands 

between the two poles of the rather speculative epistemological theories and the 

empirically grounded neuroscientific details and – in many cases – makes them 

compatible. This compatibility is achieved by the trick of focusing on the 

conceptual level of neural processes” [37; p.15]. 

Peschl’s and Riegler’s faith in computer modelling is limited, and precise in that limitation. 

They feel it is an extremely important method, not for “the technical details of simulation 

which we are interested in, but rather in the conceptual implications which these models have 
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on the problem of knowledge representation” [37; p.15]. They claim that that conceptual 

level “can bring about both an empirically and epistemologically sound understanding of the 

ancient problem of representation in cognitive systems” [37; p.16] and “guide empirical 

research not only on the level of technical details, but – and this seems to be even more 

important—on a conceptual level (e.g., concerning the assumptions/premises of a research 

strategy, the epistemological framework and foundations, etc.)” [37; p.16]. Peschl [38] sums 

it up: “Computers are playing an important role as simulating instruments for artificial neural 

networks in order to achieve a deeper understanding of cognitive processes in an 

interdisciplinary context” [38; p.192]. 

It is apparent that the term ‘computational’ comes with a conceptually ambiguous burden, 

which has theoretical and practical consequences when it relates to being used to investigate 

natural phenomena. This is one of the reasons that some approaches have branded themselves 

or have been branded as anti-computational, which begs the question whether non-

computational accounts of the mind can be computationally modelled. Like wind, which does 

not perform computations itself, yet can be usefully computationally modelled, non-

computationalist accounts of the mind may follow suit. What is more, Riegler et al. [21] 

question the sentiment that enactivist approaches, for example, are necessarily anti- or 

non-computationalist. They are not completely clear on why that is, but a strong case is to be 

made for computational methods being used in regards to enactive approaches. What is clear 

is that enactive approaches have made considerable progress partly due to the use of 

computational and robotic models – and vice versa, enactive approaches definitely inspire 

CM [17, 29, 39]. Without presupposing that particular phenomena are computational in 

nature as such means that everything can be (descriptively) modelled and simulated [4, 40] – 

and many phenomena have been. This means that even non-computationalist approaches can 

benefit from being modelled and vice versa – CM can benefit from non-computationalist 

approaches. The deeper question of further addressing what the differences between living 

and non-living nature mean for modelling, however, remains wide open. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

Computational modelling as an investigative method in cognitive science has a long and rich 

history of successes and failures. Both have been essential in furthering the role of CM as 

well as furthering our understanding on the mind. However, after a good number of decades 

of research in cognitive science, CM has persistently encountered (at least) two monumental 

obstacles, described in this article, which do not seem to be solvable. Unlike most other 

obstacles CM has faced in that time, the ones described in this article do not seem to be 

connected to the lack of technological advancements. 

Research bias in terms of CM of the mind is not something that can be avoided. To model the 
mind, some initial position on what the mind is has to be taken, inevitably contaminating the 
modelling and influencing the outcome. This is not inherently good or bad – it is simply the 
nature of such investigation. The PacMan Syndrome, the problem of designing models where 
the designer determines what is meaningful for her creations instead of designing artificial 
agents that self-determine, which seems to be an essential feature of living organisms, seems 
unavoidable as well. It may therefore be beneficial to rethink whether the question of what 
the scope and limits of CM for researching cognitive phenomena are is the correct one. Since 
CM clearly has limits, albeit only somewhat identified, the attention has to be turned to 
cognitive science for answers on what parts of cognitive phenomena behave in a way that can 
be faithfully modelled. H. von Foerster, the famous cyberneticist, may be one of the few 
thinkers that began exploring this important question precisely and non-abstractly. He argued 
that phenomena can be divided into trivial and non-trivial forms (or machines, as von 
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Foerster termed it) [41]. A trivial form is one that is independent from previous and other 
operations, analytically determinable, repeatable and predictable. A non-trivial form is one 
where this is not true. A non-trivial form is unpredictable, its workings cannot be deduced 
from outcomes, and past outcomes do not allow for prediction of future outcomes. What are 
then the conditions under which cognitive phenomena are trivial, or become trivial? Which 
cognitive phenomena are trivial in the first place? What happens when the non-trivial 
becomes computationally described? What gets lost in the process of trivialisation? How is 
the trivialised form of a phenomenon connected to its non-trivialised form? And last, but not 
least – is von Foerster’s idea on the trivial and non-trivial a complete account of how to think 
about this issue? One thing remains certain – computational modelling is not going away, and 
its successes in describing cognitive behaviour and mimicking it keep on coming [42]. Truly 
gaining knowledge on the nature of (human) cognition from these successes is another issue. 
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REMARKS 
1Opposition is not meant to be taken as a coherent, organised movement, but many voices 
1from different areas of cognitive science that mainly converged in their critique. 
2This insight is very similar to the insights of second-order cybernetics, a discipline born out 
2of the discipline of cybernetics, the study of systems. Second-order cybernetics studies 
2systems that study systems. For more on second-order cybernetics, see [26-27]. 
3This conclusion is echoed in the enactive paradigm in cognitive science with its concept of 
3autonomy, which is why CM may not be so important in enactivism, as was described in the 
3previous section on the history of cognitive science. Autonomy is highly relevant to the 
3limits of CM this article is tackling, but is, due to the specific nature of enactivism as a 
3biologically-inclined paradigm, outside this article’s immediate scope. To find out more on 
3enactive autonomy, see [28-30]. 
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ABSTRACT 

I provide some considerations on scientific thought experiments, focusing on their epistemic value. 
First, I outline the distinctive features of scientific thought experiments, provide some historical 

background and, as an illustration, describe two thought experiments: Galileo’s on falling bodies and 

Stevin’s on inclined plane. I take thought experiments in physics as an example from which more 

general conclusions can be drawn – about thought experiments in other natural sciences, but also in 

philosophy, mathematics, and other sciences. Further, I present Kuhn’s epistemic puzzle as well as 

some proposed solutions. This closely relates to the question what kind of processes are involved in 

scientific thought experimenting. The satisfactory answer must consider scientific discoveries. I 

outline the mental model account as the most promising account since it best incorporates the findings 

of cognitive science. I conclude with two issues that the account needs to resolve and the role 

cognitive science can play in this. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Thought experiments are employed in very diverse areas. They play a central role in 

philosophy which is in big part an ‘armchair pursuit’, as Williamson aptly puts it. By this he 

refers to the fact that traditional methods of philosophy ‘consist of thinking, without any 

special interaction with the world beyond the chair, such as measurement, observation or 

experiment would typically involve’ [1; p.1]. However, thought experiments play a 

significant role in most empirical natural sciences as well. Physics, for example, includes an 

impressive number of them. Its birth in the 17
th

 century is characterized by some ingenious 

thought experiments by Galileo, Newton and Leibniz (Galileo’s falling bodies, Newton’s 

bucket, and Leibniz’s space shift), Einstein relied heavily on them (e.g. chasing a light beam, 

elevator or moving train) in the creation of relativistic physics, and they were crucial in the 

development of quantum mechanics (e.g. Heisenberg’s gamma microscope, Schrödinger’s 

cat, and EPR experiment). We often encounter them in mathematics, sociology, political 

science and history, but also partly in art [2]. Some find them in everyday life as well. 

Nersessian, for example, posits that experimenting in thought is involved in such mundane 

cognitive tasks as figuring out whether a large sofa would fit through the door, or what the 

best route from one place to another would be [3]. Others even recognize their usefulness in 

therapy. Gendler, for instance, suggests that fear of flying can be overcome by repeatedly 

imagining oneself flying safely [4]. 

Given the diversity, it is impossible to provide an all-encompassing definition of a ‘thought 

experiment’. There are, however, certain common characteristics that all thought experiments 

share. Namely, conducting a thought experiment involves contemplating an imaginary scenario 

with the aim of acquiring a piece of information. Specifics then depend on the area in which 

the thought experiment is conducted. Most work has been done on thought experimenting in 

philosophy and natural science (esp. physics), and researchers mostly agree that the 

differences between them are not in kind, but in degree. Moreover, thought experimenting in 

social sciences seems closer to such activity in philosophy than in natural sciences, so a 

unified account is undoubtedly preferable. Thus, in this paper I take thought experimenting in 

physics as an example from which more general conclusions can be drawn – about such 

activity in other natural sciences, but also in philosophy, mathematics, and other sciences. 

First, I will outline the distinctive characteristics of scientific thought experiments, provide 

some historical background and, as an illustration, describe two thought experiments: Galileo’s 

on falling bodies and Stevin’s on inclined plane. Further, I will present the epistemic puzzle, 

which was first formulated by Kuhn, as well as some proposed solutions. This closely relates 

to the question what kind of processes are involved in scientific thought experimenting. I will 

conclude by presenting the mental model account which is, in my opinion, the most 

promising account since it best incorporates the findings of cognitive science. 

THE STRUCTURE OF SCIENTIFIC THOUGHT EXPERIMENTS 

Conducting a scientific thought experiment involves contemplating an imaginary scenario 

with the aim of illustrating, supporting or refuting some scientific hypothesis or theory. One 

distinctive feature of thought experimenting is that one reasons about a particular set of 

circumstances in order to reach a conclusion which does not pertain only to the described 

situation, but it is applicable more generally. That is, the conclusion, derived from this 

particular situation, has repercussions for certain hypothesis or theory. In the case of physical 

thought experiments, a certain hypothesis or theory concerning physical phenomena is 

confirmed or disconfirmed. (In less spectacular cases, thought experiments serve as heuristic 
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devices, providing a graphic illustration of a scientific theory.) Another distinctive feature of 

thought experimenting is that the means by which we reach a scenario is imagination – we 

more or less vividly imagine a certain situation – and not observation. 

Thought experiments, as their name already indicates, are liken to actual experiments, the 

main difference being that the latter are not conducted in thought, but in the real world. In 

both cases, we are supposed to draw from a particular situation some general conclusion 

concerning the actual world. A major difference, however, is that actual experiments can fail to 

confirm our predictions, while it is not immediately clear how thought experiments can fail. 

This is why P. Duhem objects to the justificatory use of thought experiments in physics. He 

argues that by invoking a ‘fictitious experiment’ a physicist ‘is justifying a principle not by 

means of facts observed but by means of facts whose existence is predicted, and this 

prediction has no other foundation than the belief in the principle supported by alleged 

experiment’. This is a vicious circle, Duhem argues, and concludes that thought experiments 

cannot teach us anything about the world, at most they can suggest hypotheses which can be 

tested only indirectly after the whole theory is constructed and its consequences compared 

with an actual experiment [5; pp.202-205]. 

In general, Duhem considers physical theory as “a system of mathematical propositions, 

deduced from small number of principles, which aim to represent as simply, as completely, 

and as exactly as possible a set of experimental laws” [5; p.19]. As such, it is not explanatory, 

but descriptive, a logical construction of given physical phenomena. It is therefore not 

surprising that thought experiments as well as models in his account merely serve as illustrations 

of the theory, thus facilitating our understanding. They are not a means of discovery. 

Certainly, Galileo, one of the founding fathers of modern physics, would disagree with 

Duhem’s disregard for thought experiments. His falling bodies thought experiment results in 

a rejection of the Aristotelian theory that heavier bodies fall faster than lighter ones, but also 

in a new proposal that all bodies, regardless of their weight, fall with an equal speed. 

Concretely, Galileo imagines two stones of different weights being tied together and asks 

about the speed of their fall. Obviously, the heavier stone, which on its own falls faster than 

the lighter one, will now, tied to the latter, fall a bit slower, while the latter will now fall a bit 

faster due to the faster speed of the first. The speed of the fall of the two bodies tied together 

is therefore in between the speeds of the two bodies falling separately. However, the two 

bodies tied together form a unity as well and this new body is the heaviest of them all and it 

should therefore fall the fastest. Contradiction! The new body cannot fall with two different 

speeds at the same time, and Galileo argues that the only way out of this paradox is to posit 

that the speed by which a body falls is independent of its weight [6]. 

When we, together with Galileo, imagine the proposed scenario and let it run, the falsity of 

Aristotelian theory becomes immediately obvious to us, and we do not need to perform any 

actual experiment to make sure as Duhem would have it. His contemporary, E. Mach, who 

was first to systematically study scientific thought experiments, has a more favourable 

opinion of them. In general, thought experiments help to prepare actual experiments, but 

some deliver results so convincingly that they make an actual experiment redundant. Thought 

experiments, such as Galileo’s, are crucial for scientific progress since they lead ‘to 

enormous changes in our thinking and to an opening up of most important new paths of 

inquiry’ [7; p.138]. He believes that their value resides in their ability to access unarticulated 

knowledge that we acquired in our previous contacts with the world: “Everything which we 

observe imprints itself uncomprehended and unanalysed in our precepts and ideas … In these 

accumulated experiences we possess a treasure-store which is ever close at hand, and of 

which only the smallest portion is embodied in clear articulate thought” [8; p.28]. 
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Mach describes this kind of knowledge as instinctive and points out that we feel at once that 

the result of a thought experiment is correct. The thought experiment he analyses is Stevin’s 

inclined plane thought experiment by which he established the force needed to prevent an 

object to slide down a frictionless inclined plane. Stevin imagines an endless chain wrapped 

around a triangular prism with a horizontal base. There are two possibilities: the chain is in 

equilibrium or not. If it is not, then it must move continuously, thus constituting perpetual 

motion, which we immediately recognise as absurd. Therefore, the chain must be in 

equilibrium. Next, he imagines that the lower part of the chain, hanging over the prism, is cut 

off. Thus, only the links along the two diagonal planes remain, and clearly, the system is still 

in equilibrium. From this, Stevin infers that two bodies on two different inclined planes are in 

equilibrium if their weights are proportional to the lengths of the two planes. The description 

of the thought experiment is accompanied by two diagrams of the two main stages in the 

experiment – the prism with the endless chain wrapped around it and the prism with 

shortened chain – which adds to the persuasiveness of the experiment [8]. 

Stevin did not have to actually perform the experiment in order to confirm his finding. The 

thought experiment is persuasive enough to justify the conclusion. In fact, the experiment, 

which requires frictionless plane, could not be performed at all – a reminder that also real 

experiments rely not only on observation, but also on abstracting away certain conditions and 

on predicting what would the results in idealized circumstances be. 

Now, it is difficult to be a sceptic about physical thought experiments since they clearly 

work – the history of physics is a proof of that. There are many examples of thought 

experiments by which physicists confirmed or disconfirmed a certain physical hypothesis or 

theory. The real puzzle occupying philosophers of science is rather whether one really 

acquires new knowledge of the real world by simply contemplating imaginary scenarios. If 

the answer is affirmative, then one needs to explain what kind of knowledge is so acquired 

and by what process in particular. And if it is negative, then one needs to explain why it 

seems to us that we learned something new and how this comes about. 

THE EPISTEMIC PUZZLE 

The formulation of the puzzle is due to Kuhn, who belongs to the next stage of systematic 

research of thought experiments from the 1950s through the 1970s, another important 

researchers from these stage being Popper and Koyré. He states it in the following way: 

“How, then, relying exclusively upon familiar data, can a thought experiment lead to new 

knowledge or to new understanding of nature?” [9; p.241]. 

As we have seen above, Duhem denies that thought experiments can be a source of 

knowledge and allows them only as a source of hypotheses, which are later, if incorporated in 

the theory, compared with observation. Mach, on the other hand, acknowledges their 

epistemic value – some thought experiments are crucial for scientific progress since they give 

access to unorganized, non-propositional knowledge that we previously acquired through 

experience. The acquired knowledge is therefore empirical knowledge of our physical world, 

which we actually already possessed, but was before a thought experiment unavailable in 

propositional form. 

Kuhn himself views thought experiments in the context of scientific practice and recognizes 
their importance in times of scientific revolutions. They help scientists to recognize the 
limitations of the old paradigm and facilitate acceptance of the new. This is not a simple case 
of uncovering inconsistency in the scientist’s conceptual apparatus. Kuhn points out that our 
concepts always come with physical implications, expectations about their use. 
Consequently, a certain concept can be in a perfect logical order and yet its use does not 
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correctly reflect what the world is like. The function of thought experiments is to reveal such 
cases. The imagined situation explicitly presents already available, but not yet assimilated 
empirical information which the current scientific concept cannot capture. This shows that 
the conceptual apparatus does not fit all situations and it must be revised. 

Kuhn solves the epistemic puzzle in such a way that thought experiments without any new 
empirical data teach us something new about our scientific concepts and their physical 
implications, and by this about the world itself. As Kuhn puts it, thought experiments can 

‘disclose nature’s failure to confirm to previously held set of expectations’, and second, 
‘they can suggest particular ways in which both expectation and theory must henceforth be 
revised’ [9; p.261]. 

From 1990s onwards, the presented solutions were further developed, new ones were 
proposed, and research on scientific thought experimenting was enriched by forming closer 
relations with research on thought experimenting in other domains. One proposal is platonic 
rationalism defended by Brown [10]. He argues that there are some special cases of thought 
experiments which at the same time destroy an old theory and establish a new one; in other 
words, these experiments are simultaneously destructive and constructive. Such is, for 
example, Galileo’s falling bodies thought experiment in which Aristotelian theory that 
heavier bodies fall faster is rejected and replaced by the theory that all bodies fall at the same 
speed. He calls them Platonic thought experiments since they afford us a direct insight into 
the abstract realm of universals. By grasping, or ‘non-sensorily perceiving’, relations between 
universals we acquire a priori knowledge of truths regarding the laws of nature, which are in 

his account necessitation relations between independently existing universals. In this he 
follows the Dretske-Tooley-Armstrong account of the laws of nature. 

Brown argues that in conducting scientific thought experiments, we sometimes grasp the laws 
of nature a priori, solely by intuition. An opposite view, thoroughly empiricist in character, is 
defended by Norton [11]. According to him all knowledge about our world ultimately derives 
from experience, so Brown’s interpretation of thought experiments as a source of a priori 
knowledge of the laws of nature must be rejected. He strenuously objects to intuition, or 
quasi-perceptual rational insight being a means by which we acquire knowledge since its 
working is utterly mysterious. On the other hand, thought experiments are not real 
experiments since they are only conducted in the head, and therefore cannot provide new 
empirical data either. This leaves only one option, namely, as Norton puts it, thought 
experiments ‘can only reorganize or generalize what we already know about the physical 
world and make it explicit’ [11; p.335]. Thought experiments thus provide new information 

about the physical world based on the rearrangement of old data. Moreover, he argues that 
thought experiments are nothing more than arguments which take us from our assumptions to 
the conclusion, namely to the outcome of the thought experiment. Now, if assumptions are 
only reorganized, then a thought experiment is a deductive argument, and if generalization is 
involved, then it is an inductive argument. Either way, thought experiments as epistemic 
devices are to be evaluated as arguments. 

Brown and Norton propose diametrically opposed solutions to Kuhn’s puzzle. They agree 
that thought experiments provide new empirical knowledge in the absence of any new 
empirical data, but draw different conclusions from this. Brown concludes that new data must 
come from some other source and that in a thought experiment we gain a rational insight into 
this source which is an abstract realm of universals and consequently of the laws of nature. 
Norton, on the other hand, concludes that new knowledge is elicited from old empirical data 
by deductive or inductive arguments. 

Both solutions are quite unappealing. Norton’s ‘argument view’ totally disregards the special 

nature of thought experiments. Why would we bother devising an imaginary scenario by 
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dressing arguments up if a basic argument does the job? There must be some function that is 
particular to a thought experiment and that an argument cannot perform on its own. 
Moreover, a thought experiment is a twin of real experiment, and if the first is just a 
disguised argument, then so is the latter. Indeed, a real experiment can also be stated as an 
argument, but does this mean that it is nothing more than an argument? Surely not, but why 
would then be any different in the case of a thought experiment? 

Brown’s ‘Platonistic view’ fares even worse since the proposed epistemic method is 

unfamiliar and in need of explanation. Brown tries to strengthen his position by drawing 
parallels with Platonism in mathematics, but physics and mathematics differ significantly in 
character and aims. Mathematics is highly abstract, and while mathematical reasoning can 
provide predictions about nature, this is not its main purpose. On the other hand, providing 
such predictions is the main task of physics. Physical theory describes and explains the 
physical world, and it must be supported by observations and experiments. Why would then 
physical laws or the laws of nature, as Brown calls them, be about some mysterious 
universals inhabiting the Platonic, abstract realm? If it does not make much sense 
metaphysically, it makes even less sense epistemically. How do we come to know such laws 
directly? How does this special ‘sense’ work? It would be easier to claim that we discern 
them from the regularities that we observe in the physical world, but this option is 
unavailable to Brown. In Platonic thought experiments, the old theory is rejected and 
replaced by a new one without any new empirical information being provided, solely based 
on rational insight into abstract realm. 

Brown and Norton both understood Kuhn’s puzzle as wondering how new knowledge can be 
gained given that thought experiments are conducted entirely in one’s head without any new 
empirical data being provided. However, besides knowledge, Kuhn also mentions a new 
understanding of nature, and his own solution is that thought experiments provide a better 
understanding of physical concepts and their applications to the physical world. If novelty is 
not limited to knowledge, the number of possible solutions increases. For example, Elgin [12] 
and Stuart [13] further explore the connection of thought experiments with understanding. 
One possibility is also Mach’s suggestion that thought experiments provide access to non-
propositional knowledge. This idea is further developed in the mental model account [14, 15]. 
Additionally, its proponents Nersessian and Miščević claim that thought experiments can also 
result in new experiences, concepts, beliefs, or abilities etc. 

Another question that an epistemological account of scientific thought experiments must 
answer is what is involved in this experimenting, namely, what processes are involved. 

Norton denies that there is anything epistemically distinctive about it – we merely conduct 
ordinary deductive or inductive reasoning, we execute an argument. True, an argument is 
‘disguised in some vivid picturesque or narrative form’, which gives it ‘special rhetorical 
powers’, but epistemically, it is irrelevant [16; p.1139]. Brown, on the other hand, posits 
intuition as a special faculty by which we access the abstract realm and acquire a priori 
knowledge of the laws of nature. However, he cannot plausibly explain how it works, and can 
only claim resemblance with mathematics where the use of intuition is quite established. 

While it seems more plausible that thought experimenting is epistemically distinctive, as 
Brown claims, it is not very likely that we possess some special faculty reserved exclusively 
for this task. It is far more likely that we employ a set of various cognitive processes that 
primarily evolved in order to perform some more mundane tasks, and were only later adopted for 
this more sophisticated use. And because of this, I believe that scientific thought experimenting 
can be satisfactorily explained only if we turn to cognitive science and its findings for support. 

One such example is the naturalistic version of the intuition based account. For example, 

Gendler claims that in scientific thought experimenting, due to focus on a specific scenario 
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(and not on a general schema), quasi-sensory intuitions are evoked, which results in new 

beliefs on contingent features of the natural world [4]. Consequently, the distinctive feature 

of intuitions involved in scientific thought experimenting is not their subject matter –

 similarly as observations, they deal with the contingent features of the natural world – but 

the way in which we come to possess them – they are not the result of some explicit 

reasoning process that we are conscious of, but they appear immediately in our mind while 

contemplating an imaginary scenario. 

In explaining the nature and functioning of intuitions as well as of the imagination which is at 

the core of thought experimenting, the naturalist account relies on the findings of cognitive 

science. One difficulty to be addressed is the evolutionary explanation of the capacity to 

intuit, which seems to cast doubts on the reliability of intuitions. Much work still needs to be 

done, and both could profit from this interaction. 

MENTAL MODEL ACCOUNT 

Another promising naturalistic account explains thought experimenting as a form of mental 

modelling [14, 15]. The mental model was first developed and used in cognitive science. 

Nersessian further developed the original idea, supplementing it with findings from cognitive 

science, concluding that the relevant form is a form of ‘simulative model-based reasoning, 

where inferences are made through constructing and manipulating models, whether 

conceptual, physical or computational’ [17; p.310, 18]. 

She bases her account upon the idea that mental modelling is a fundamental form of human 

reasoning, which can be inferred from numerous experimental findings. The notion of 

‘mental model’ was first used by psychologist K. Craik in 1943. He posits that on many 

occasions people reason by conducting thought experiments on internal models of real 

phenomena and that each model is structurally, functionally or behaviourally analogous to the 

real phenomenon. His idea was popularized in the early 1980s. Today one can distinguish at 

least three independent research streams within cognitive science employing his idea. The 

first uses the term to explain the effects of semantic information in logical reasoning. The 

second uses it to explain empirical findings according to which people, when reasoning about 

a certain situation described to them, first built a representation of the structure of a situation 

as a basis for their reasoning. The third does not focus on representation in working memory 

as the first two, but rather on the long-term representation of knowledge. It attempts to 

explain experimental results showing that people use organized knowledge structures related 

to physical systems when trying to figure out manual control systems and devices [17]. 

Nersessian believes these empirical findings show that mental modelling is a fundamental 

form of human reasoning, and further supports this hypothesis with findings from research on 

mental imagery, mental spatial simulation, mental animation as well as embodied mental 

representation. In her opinion, the main ingredient of mental modelling is simulation, which 

was already pointed out by Craik. Today proponents of this view speculate that the capacity 

evolved as a means for simulating possible ways of manoeuvring within the physical 

environment and for solving problems affecting the survival. The ability to anticipate future 

events and possible outcomes of actions is undoubtedly highly adaptive and should be 

possessed by many animals. Human beings are different in that they can create mental models 

not only from perception, but also from description. Now, in scientific thought experimenting 

this ordinary capability is simply more refined and adapted to scientific problem-solving or , 

as Nersessian says, it is put “in service of creative reasoning about nature” [17; p.312]. 

In conducting a physical experiment, for example, a mental model of a certain physical 

situation is built, which complies with the constraints related to the representation of physical 
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phenomena. They are determined by experience and current understanding; for instance, by 

explicit as well as implicit knowledge of the spatiotemporal relations, entities and processes 

involved, the causal structure and so forth. Such restrictions are causal coherence, spatial 

structure and mathematical consistency. And the function of stories and diagrams is not only 

ornamental, but it also conveys restrictions which are consequently incorporated in the 

model. This enables faster reasoning that often could not even be performed in a 

propositional form. In addition, epistemic access to the features of representations which are 

not available in propositional form explains why thought experimenting can lead to new 

discoveries about the world. Finally, its reliability is plausibly explained given that thought 

experimenting is based on the mundane cognitive capacity for mental modelling [17]. 

Nersessian concludes her paper by pointing out that the cognitive-scientific findings on which 

she bases her account relate to much simpler forms of reasoning than those used in scientific 

thought experimenting. Additionally, they are mostly about the use of mental models in 

working memory, but in thought experimenting also information from long-term memory is 

invoked. Therefore, the next step would be for cognitive scientists to investigate if her 

hypothesis can be experimentally supported [18]. 

I agree with Nersessian that research on embodied mental representations looks promising in 

explaining how stored, tacit information from long-term memory connects to the working 

memory representation, and that it should be further developed. In general, the functioning of 

the mind can only be understood in the context of its relationships to the physical body 

interacting with the world. The importance of embodied cognition for the mental model 

account of thought experiments is highlighted elsewhere [19]. 

In that paper, we also ask whether the mental model account can be successfully applied to 

thought experiments conducted in other domains. We focus on philosophical thought 

experiments, more specifically, on those by which we are trying to determine whether 

something is metaphysically possible or necessary. The most common such experiments elicit 

essentialist intuitions concerning the nature of things, which is not something that we easily 

glean from our everyday interactions with the world. Characteristically, in conducting such 

experiments, we do not rely so much on imagination, but on the capacity to conceive, which 

is more abstract and thus seems more detached from perception than from imagination. The 

question is whether in these cases the mental model account provides adequate explanation. 

This is pertinent because it is preferable to have one unified account, but also because within 

physics itself some experiments are very abstract, and it seems impossible that the proposed 

situations could be imagined. Such experiments are found in quantum mechanics and the 

theory of relativity [19]. 

Nersessian’s tentative answer is that the mental models represent demonstratively, but that 

this does not mean that vivid, picture-like or movie-like imagery is required. Research in 

neuropsychology shows that perceptual systems play an important role in imaginative 

thinking, which is also supported by evolutionary considerations. On the other hand, research 

also shows that internal representations are sketchier than external pictorial representations. 

Therefore, in some thought experiments, constructed models can be even more schematic and 

symbolic. This is the beginning, but further details must be provided in order for the answer 

to be satisfactory – a task for philosophers and cognitive scientists alike. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this article I explore the relationship between the concepts of probability and metaphysics. I start by 

presenting first Popper’s metaphysical interpretation of probability and then Suppes’ probabilistic 

metaphysics. Their views are examples of two rare modern attempts to explore metaphysical 

ramifications of probability. Whereas Popper’s approach is less analytic and does not invest any effort 

in analysing the concept of metaphysics itself, Suppes’ approach encompasses both of these aspects. 

As much as a clarification of the concept of probability employed also a clarification of the concept of 

metaphysics is needed. For this purpose I first give a short account of Hume’s and Kant’s positions on 

metaphysics as these are early instances of the impact that probabilistic inductive reasoning made on 

metaphysical thought with its newly acquired evidential weight. Then I conclude with Suppes’ 

explicated metaphysical position, indicating the main lines along which a probabilistic metaphysics 

could be developed. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Within modern science, the concept of probability gained substantial importance at the 
beginning of the 20

th
 century although its reflection is still catching up with some delay. It 

became central to an independent science of statistics, which evolved from Galton’s heredity 
studies, and to statistical hypothesis testing established by Pearson, Gosset and Fisher1, which 
nowadays forms the base of the modern scientific approach to data analysis. In the 1920’s, 
probability further became of central importance with the advent of quantum mechanics, 
whose predictions are intrinsically probabilistic in nature. The so-called modern evolutionary 
synthesis, which took place in the 1930’s and 1940’s and merged Darwin’s and Mendeleev’s 

understanding of genetics into evolutionary genetics and was based on Fisher’s statistical 
analysis of heredity, resulted in a probabilistic-statistical concept of gene and thus also 
employs the concept of probability [1; p.4]. Von Plato in his work on modern concepts of 
probability even claims that the modernity of what we understand as modern science (and 
modern physics specifically) consists in its employing (and developing) the concept(s) of 
probability: “… the shift from classical to modern probability appears as part of a great 
movement, the very change from classical to modern science itself” [2; p.26]. 

As far as philosophy is regarded, the concept of probability was introduced into modern philosophical 
discourse by empiricist philosophers like Berkeley and Hume, about a century after probability 
theory emerged with the work of Pascal, Huygens and others2 [3; pp.57-72, 3; pp.92-121]. 
Especially Hume can be credited as the one who employed the concept of probability as an 
integral part of his philosophical thought, but his position was understood more as rejecting 
metaphysics altogether and relying on habits and probability as a kind of best – but insufficient 
– surrogates. 

Probability is often used as a logical concept like in Bayesian confirmation theory, as a 
broader epistemological concept like in Bayesian statistics, decision theory and statistics in 
general, or as a purely mathematical concept. This is in accordance with the variants of 
probability one can find with interpreters of this concept. Interpretations of probability are 
usually classified into subjective probability, which entails the so-called logical and 
personalist variant, and objective probability, which entails the so-called frequentist 
interpretation and an additional variant, which figures under different names: Guttmann 
writes about physicalist interpretation [4], Lucas writes about axiomatic interpretation [5], 
von Plato about measure-theoretic interpretation [2]. The peculiarity of this variant is that it 
can be applied to continuous mathematical spaces that we meet in physics.  

Although there are many interpretations of the concept of probability, one rarely encounters 
an interpretation of this concept that would have explicit metaphysical implications. It seems 
that some notion of physical probability is a precondition to develop a metaphysical concept 
of probability, at least in the modern scientific era. This path of development of 

understanding can be clearly seen with K. Popper (1902-1994) and his propensity 
interpretation of probability, which not all authors on interpretations of probability find 
relevant to study. Popper is one of the most noticeable authors that attributed to the concept 
of probability a metaphysical dimension. Another such author was P. Suppes (1922-2014). It 
is mainly these two views that I want to present. Interestingly enough, the authors do not 
mention each other in their main works on probability and metaphysics, despite being one of 
the few authors to see the need for such step in philosophical-scientific thought. 

POPPER’S PROPENSITY INTERPRETATION OF PROBABILITY 

Karl Popper, best known for his work on scientific theories, first presented his propensity 

theory in his work The Propensity Interpretation of Probability (1959) and further developed 
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it in his late work A World of Propensities (1994). As some other members of the Vienna 

circle, with which Popper was affiliated at the time, he too was first adherent of the 

frequentist interpretation of probability, but he gradually developed a critical position towards 

it. The main problem he saw with frequentism was its inability to endorse a concept of 

probability of single events. Frequentists like e.g. von Mises held that probability should be 

understood as a limit of relative frequencies and therefore only be applicable to a series of 

events or to collectives, as he named them [6; pp.114-115]. Coherent with his definition in 

Probability, Statistics and Truth (1928), von Mises explicitly rejected objective probabilities 

of single cases. Talk about objective probabilities of single event is nonsensical from the 

frequentist point of view while it is pretty common with subjective interpretations of probability. 

Popper understood this as a drawback, especially when trying to interpret the wave function 

employed in quantum mechanics. Since Heisenberg’s introduction of the principle of 

uncertainty Popper felt the need to introduce an adequate objective theory of probability 

instead of the then prevailing epistemic understanding: 

“But starting with Werner Heisenberg in 1927, a great change occurred in 

quantum physics. It became clear that minute processes made the clockwork 

imprecise: there were objective indeterminacies. Physics had to bring in 

probabilities. It was here that I had some severe disagreement with Heisenberg 

and other physicists, even with my hero, Einstein. For most of them adopted the 

view that the probabilities had to do with our lack of knowledge and, therefore, 

with our state of mind: they adopted a subjectivist theory of probability. In 

opposition to this, I wished to adopt an objectivist theory” [7; pp.7-8]. 

This is also the reason why Popper departed from von Mises’ viewpoint at some stage of his 

development. 

Similarly, he started to break up with R. Carnap, with whom he had collaborated. At first, 

they agreed they would strictly differ between probability as was used in physical theories 

and especially quantum mechanics and probability of hypotheses as degrees of their 

confirmation or corroboration. With respect to this he writes: “we agreed not to assume, 

without strong arguments, that the degree of confirmation or corroboration of a hypothesis 

satisfies the calculus of probabilities, but to regard this question as … open – indeed, as the 

central problem” [7; p.5]. Popper thus strictly discerned subjective probability as applied to 

hypotheses and objective probability as used in physics. 

SHIFT FROM COLLECTIVES TO CONDITIONS 

It might be beneficial to take a closer look at how Popper introduced his propensity concept. 

The main shift in his understanding consisted in viewing the outcomes of an experiment as 

results of repeatable conditions and not of collectives. He illustrates this with throws of two dice, 

of which one gives equiprobable results and the other does not, i.e. is not a fair die. If by some 

procedure we always first select among one of the two dice and then throw the selected die, we 

will collect a long series of results, which von Mises would attribute to a collective or maybe 

would group them as two collectives. Popper maintains that we can mark such series with a set 

of generative conditions, in this case the two dice, their properties and properties of the surface 

on which they land. This is a shift from a multitude to a small set of conditions. A similar 

proposal was given already by Kolmogorov, but he did not give arguments for this [2; p.220]. 

In the described sense probabilities are dependent on experimental conditions: “Since the 

probabilities turn out to depend upon the experimental arrangement, they may be looked upon 

as properties of this arrangement. They characterize the disposition, or the propensity, of the 

experimental arrangement to give rise to certain characteristic frequencies when the 
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experiment is often repeated” (from Popper, K.: The Propensity Interpretation of the 

Calculus of Probability, and the Quantum Theory. p.67, 1957, as cited in [6; p.116]). This 

implies that probabilities are a result of the inner structure of the observed object and of the 

way the environment that acts upon it. Popper stresses this point very clearly in retrospective: 

“I had stressed that propensities should not be regarded as properties inherent in an object, 

such as a die or a penny, but that they should be regarded as inherent in a situation (of which, 

of course, the object was a part). I asserted that the situational aspect of the propensity theory 

was important, and decisively important for a realist interpretation of quantum theory” [7; p.14]. 

Borrowing a popular term from quantum mechanics we can say that probabilities are 

expressions of the entanglement between experimental conditions and the object. 

Popper gives the example of throwing a coin on different types of surfaces. When we throw a 

coin on a perfectly flat surface, the probabilities for both outcomes are 1/2. This implicitly 

takes into account the properties of the landing surface – this is assumed to be flat, hard, non-

reactive, etc. If we design a surface full of vertical slots, in which a coin can land vertically 

(i.e. on none of the two faces), we get a third possible outcome with its corresponding 

probability. With coin tossing, probabilities are always also a function of the properties of the 

surface on which they land, but because we usually throw it so that it lands on a flat and 

horizontal surface, we abstract the probabilities to represent a property of the coin itself. This 

is the reason why Popper views the introduction of probability in relation to the set of 

experimental conditions as legitimate, although the trials are not repeated many times. 

Popper thus stresses that even when we have only one trial, there is a propensity for a certain 

result because of objective experimental conditions entangled with the object of inquiry. It 

does make sense to talk about the probability of one event as something objective, despite not 

knowing the outcome in the single case and being able to verify the probabilities only after 

many trials. The event we are trying to predict inherits the status of objectivity from the 

objectivity of the circumstances. 

In this sense Popper breaks down probabilities of events to objective conditions. Propensities 

are then weighted possibilities, because they are not equally probable. He tries to 

conceptually discern the contributions of individual impacting conditions to the overall 

probability, which he writes in the form of so-called probability of total event, which entails 

the use of conditional probabilities; for an event B and n conditions Ai we have: 

 𝑃(𝐵) = ∑ 𝑃(𝐵|𝐴𝑖)𝑃(𝐴𝑖)
𝑛
𝑖=1 . (1) 

If I illustrate this using Popper’s example, we can imagine tossing a coin on a surface, which 

is partially flat and partially carved in the sense described above. For each of the two surface 

sections the probabilities for the three outcomes are different: the conditional probability of 

the coin landing vertically on the flat part of surface is, for example, close to 0, while this is 

not true for the carved section of the surface. The two sections of the surface have different 

propensities of outcomes. 

Frequentists and objective probabilists in general do not regard conditional probability as 

central in any sense. Conditional probabilities in frequentism are an expression of the so-

called reference classes, i.e. subclasses of events. To give an example, in statistical analyses 

we can improve our probability assignment for mortality of an individual if we take into 

account additional information about him or her like sex, age, social status etc. This is 

disturbing for frequentists from a foundational point of view as we may introduce an 

unlimited number of reference classes and we cannot claim that for a certain object or 

phenomenon a single objective probability assignment exists (for this see e.g. [6; p.113]). 

What is a foundational problem for the frequentist interpretation is on the other hand a means 
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of learning and organizing data in statistical inquiry. Recognizing reference classes in a 

population or data set is a way to discern relevant factors that impact a certain phenomenon. 

Bayes’ theorem, which introduced conditional probability, is regarded mostly as a pragmatic 

formula – even Fisher’s Maximum likelihood method, which formally employs it, 

understands it merely as a heuristic tool3. Popper’s approach is one of the rare ones that offer 

a proper possible objectivist interpretation of conditional probability as a set of objective 

conditions intertwined with the object of inquiry. His position is that additional information 

helps to sharpen our probability assignments for probabilities of single events, which are 

objectively existent although unclear. 

Another author on interpretations of probability, J.R. Lucas, is also of the view that in some 

cases it makes sense to talk about objective probabilities of individual objects or events, but 

he stresses that in such cases we view the event as representative of a type of events or 

objects, not as an individual one. “It is not because we do not know whether an individual has 

a certain factor present or not, but because we want to consider him not just as an individual, 

but qua member of a population, that we use probabilistic rather than black-and-white, 

Yes-or-No, true-or-false language” [5; p.188]. We can view the individual event/object as a 

perfectly determined individual object or as a representative of a wider population. The 

language of probability is such that it can view the same object as specified to a lesser or 

greater extent, which is illustrated exactly by the reference classes. From this point of view 

there is no need to maintain that probabilities of single events do not exist, the question might 

just be whether they are, strictly speaking, objective. Or alternatively, is objectivity of types 

of events/objects the same as objectivity of individual events/objects? 

It is to be mentioned that different variants of the propensity interpretation of probability 

evolved. D. Gillies, one of the rare authors who pay special attention to propensity 

interpretations of probability, mentions besides Popper also D.W. Miller and J.H. Fetzer. The 

first held a similar view as Popper while the latter developed a theory in which the probability 

is a function of the complete set of relevant conditions and not of the state of the world, 

which is a position that Popper later adopted. In this sense, both Fetzer’s theory and later 

Popper’s theory have metaphysical pretensions, which is exactly the aspect Gillies criticizes 

about them [6; p.127]. Propensity interpretations of probability have not become a distinct 

branch of probability very likely because they did not add any technical insight to the corpus 

of probability theories, their merits are more of philosophical nature. 

THE CONCEPT OF PROPENSITY 

The concept of propensity as developed by the late Popper, of which probability is a measure, 

gets its relevance and strength in conjunction to the concept of causality. Popper was of the 

view that ordinary causality is a special type of propensity, more precisely, the propensity 

with probability 1: “Causation is just a special case of propensity: the case of a propensity 

equal to 1, a determining demand, of force, for realization” [7; p.20]. 

In his book A World of Propensities, published during the last year of his life, Popper developed 

his propensity interpretation to further metaphysical dimensions, of which he was admittedly 

unaware before: “it was only in the last year that I realized its cosmological significance. I 

mean the fact that we live in a world of propensities” [7; p.9]. In this graduated interpretation 

Popper does not understand probabilities in an analytical sense anymore, that is, as conditions 

that generate certain relative frequencies, but as a current state of the world. He ascribes to 

propensities a fully equivalent status to physical concepts: “Propensities, it is assumed, are 

not mere possibilities but are physical realities. They are as real as forces, or fields of forces. 

And vice versa: forces are propensities. … Fields of forces are fields of propensities” [7; p.12]. 
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It might thus be more precise to claim that Popper views propensities as a fundamental 

concept which underlies also other physical concepts like forces and fields. They are to him 

what is ultimately ontologically given4. Propensities are inherent in situations and in this 

sense they bridge also the modern gap between subject and object as they mirror the 

entanglement of a knowing subject with the world. The subject, behaving actively or 

passively, will always be part of a situation, which he or she can influence with his or her 

understanding. As Popper puts it: 

“Now, in our real changing world the situation and, with it, the possibilities, and 

thus the propensities, change all the time. They certainly may change if we, or 

any other organisms, prefer one possibility to another; or if we discover a 

possibility where we have not seen one before. Our very understanding of the 

world changes the conditions of the changing world; and so do our wishes, our 

preferences, our motivations, our hopes, our dreams, our phantasies, our 

hypotheses, our theories” [7; p.17]. 

The picture Popper is painting here is very interactive and also very dynamic. It is not past 

situations that determine future situations but changing propensities, which influence future 

situations without uniquely determining them; the future is not objectively determined, but 

objectively open: “The future is open: objectively open. … The present can be described as 

the continuing process of the actualization5 of propensities” [7; p.18]. 

From this point of view, the present is nothing simple – it becomes a complex entanglement 

of possibilities which extend into the past and the future. “And in so far as these possibilities 

can, and partly will, realize themselves in time, the open future is, in some way, already 

present, with its many competing possibilities, almost as a promise, as a temptation, as a lure. 

The future is, in this way, actively present in every moment” [7; p.19]. Popper’s world of 

propensities postulates a blurred concept of the present. In such a world, as already mentioned, 

probabilities are not an expression of human ignorance. “Changing propensities are objective 

processes, and they have nothing to do with our lack of knowledge” [7; p.18]. Our knowledge 

itself evolves6 and probabilities mirror not the impossibility of objective knowledge in 

general but the impossibility of fully abstract objective knowledge which dismisses 

conditions and/or the knowing subject, because they are always inherent in the situation. 

Last but not least, the concept of propensity introduces also a kind of neutral teleology 

without any explicit mentioning of this term. Popper rather makes a parallel to Newtonian 

attractive forces: “It is not the kicks from the back, from the past, that impel us but the 

attraction, the lure of the future and its competing possibilities, that attract us, that entice us. 

This is what keeps life – and, indeed, the world – unfolding. (Remember that Newtonian 

forces too are attractive forces!)” [7; pp.20-21]. 

Popper’s late concept of propensity is not analytical and overshadows the concept of 

probability, which is basically a measure. In this sense his account is not an interpretation of 

probability anymore, but a metaphysics of propensities, which has an analytical correlative in 

the concept of probability and is coherent with it. If we now try to sum up the main postulates 

of Popper’s ontology, we can say that propensities: 

 are the ultimate ontological reality, 

 are the basis of the entanglement between subject and object, 

 are intertwined among them and constitute a blurred present, 

 do not determine future states uniquely, but openly, 

 are temporally stretched entities that entail a kind of neutral teleology, 

 can generate empirically observed relative frequencies and can be measured by a 

frequentist concept of probability, 
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 are inherent in situations and preclude the possibility of traditional abstract objective 

knowledge. 

SUPPES’ PROBABILISTIC METAPHYSICS 

Patrick Suppes’ main motivation in his Probabilistic Metaphysics (1984) is his dissatisfaction 

with how probability is incorporated into the western thought in general, not only into science 

in particular. This state of inadequate accommodation is what has brought by confusion in 

understanding the concept of probability, which has been subject to the split between 

subjective and objective interpretations. The classical concept of probability advocated for 

example by Laplace was compatible with determinism because it entailed the so-called 

epistemic understanding of probability, i.e. that probability is merely an expression of our 

ignorance. Suppes sees the need for a probabilistic metaphysics, by which he means a paradigm 

that would relax the tensions associated with the understanding of the concept of probability. 

Suppes criticizes the postulates of what he calls neotraditional metaphysics, which can be 

found in much of post-Kantian philosophy, in much of contemporary analytic philosophy and 

in contemporary versions of logical empiricism or logical positivism. He summarizes them as 

follows [8; p.2]: 

N1. The future is determined by the past. 

N2. Every event has a sufficient determinant cause. 

N3.  Knowledge must be grounded in certainty. 

N4.  Scientific knowledge can in principle be made complete. 

N5.  Scientific knowledge and method can in principle be unified. 

Instead of logical empiricism Suppes advocates something which he calls probabilistic 

empiricism. In his words: 

“I use concepts of probability to deal with metaphysical and epistemological 

matters, and I argue for replacing the concept of logical empiricism by that of 

probabilistic empiricism. But probabilistic empiricism is not meant to have a 

reductive bias as I conceive it. I shall claim that it is probabilistic rather than 

merely logical concepts that provide a rich enough framework to justify both our 

ordinary ways of thinking about the world and our scientific methods of 

investigation”7 [8; p.2]. 

In the introduction, Suppes puts forward a set of metaphysical propositions which form the 

core of his probabilistic metaphysics [8; p.10]: 

P1. The fundamental laws of natural phenomena are essentially probabilistic rather than 

deterministic in character. 

P2. Our conception of matter must contain an intrinsic probabilistic element. 

P3. Causality is probabilistic, not deterministic, in character. Consequently, no inconsistency 

exists between randomness in nature and the existence of valid causal laws. 

P4. Certainty of knowledge – either in the sense of psychological immediacy, in the sense of 

logical truth, or in the sense of complete precision of measurements – is unachievable. 

P5. The collection of past, present, and future scientific theories is not converging to some 

bounded fixed result that will in the limit give us complete knowledge of the universe. 

P6. The sciences are characteristically pluralistic, rather than unified, in language, subject 

matter, and method. 

P7. Language learning and performance in their phonological, grammatical, semantical 

and prosodic aspects are intrinsically probabilistic in character. 

P8. The theory of rationality is intrinsically probabilistic in character. 
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Tenets P4 and P5 stand in explicit opposition to the tenets N3 and N4, respectively, they 

represent their negation. The rest of the neoclassical tenets are criticized and the main 

concepts are modified and put into a different context during the various chapters of the book. 

It is not my aim to go into details of all the points above, at this point I would rather 

acknowledge that common traits with Popper’s understanding are evident, both in rejecting 

N1-N5 and in accepting the majority of Ps, certainly P1, P3, P4 and P5. What stands out as a 

major addition and is of central importance for Suppes is P2. He demands that the concept of 

matter be changed in a way to contain an intrinsic probabilistic element. He points out that in 

modern atomism it was recognized that, contrary to ancient ideas about atoms, matter is not 

indestructible, it can turn into energy. Moreover, particle physics introduced a myriad of 

particles, that have very short lifetimes and, so to speak, constantly come in and out of 

existence. Conceptually speaking, the fundamental importance of fields has become more and 

more prominent, physics is done in terms of continuous properties of fields rather than 

singular properties of individual particles. Matter is thus continually changing, there is no 

reason to think that one form, that is, one set of particles is necessarily more fundamental or 

ultimate than another. 

For the mentioned reasons Suppes proposes to introduce Aristotle’s concept of matter as pure 

potentiality without qualification and attributes, as introduced in his Physics and 

Metaphysics. As we observe change, there must be an underlying substratum that does not 

change, but it has no definite shape. In other words, there is no principle of individuation for 

matter qua matter. Viewing matter as pure potentiality, Suppes holds, is not a guidance on the 

laws of physical phenomena, rather it is a valuable alternative to the atomistic conceptual 

view. For Suppes this tenet is of central conceptual concern: “my conception of probabilistic 

metaphysics should be thought of as an extension of the Aristotelian metaphysics of matter 

and substance” [8; p.7]. 

Suppes does not view his metaphysical tenets as an exhaustive and exclusive list, he just 

wants to stress “general propositions that depend on probabilistic concepts, but this is because 

of their neglect or, in many cases, rejection, as metaphysical assertions by many philosophers 

just because of their probabilistic character” [8; pp.10-11]. He can accept other metaphysical 

propositions as sound and important which do not involve probability in any way. Traditional 

metaphysics has focused on the nature of being, substance, space and time and similar 

concepts. One way of formulating Suppes’ claim is “that the probabilistic character of 

phenomena is almost as ubiquitous as their spatial or temporal character” [8; p.11]. 

Suppes is aware that it is uncommon to claim that probability should be regarded as a 

fundamental metaphysical concept and that he is running counter many philosophical and 

scientific thinkers. He sees his main predecessor in C.S. Peirce, who put explicit stress on 

chance phenomena in nature. 

WHAT KIND OF METAPHYSICS? 

I have reviewed two metaphysical expositions of probability. Perhaps it can be sensed already 

from what has been explicated so far that the authors have a different conception of what 

metaphysics is, although there are many common traits. Before discussing this point I will 

give a short account of the two earliest views on metaphysics impacted by an emerging 

concept of probability – Hume’s and Kant’s. 

It was already mentioned that the concept of probability became an integral part of 

philosophy with Hume. Probability is for him the central epistemological concept. When we 

want to apply our knowledge, due to our imperfect faculties “all knowledge degenerates into 

probability” [9; p.121]. Probability with Hume does not have any metaphysical dimensions, it 
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is rather an epistemological concept. By his time the concept of probability had gained a 

reputation of evidential impact compared to its previous role of mere opinion as opposed to 

knowledge, that is, doxa versus episteme, respectively. In thomistic philosophy, knowledge 

was the domain of demonstrative proof and was applied to questions about eternity and 

ontology, while probability had a quite different object – opinion; this line could never be 

crossed [3; pp.21-22]. In Hume’s philosophy demonstration applies only to mathematics, the 

other evidential impact comes from facts, to which we apply probability. Probability thus has 

evidential impact, but does not have ontological dimensions yet. 

Because of his rejection of the notion of substance, Hume is sometimes labelled as 

anti-metaphysician. It is recognized that his attitude towards metaphysics via his rejection of 

the concept of substance is more disproving in his earlier A treatise on human nature (1739) 

than in his later Enquiry concerning human understanding (1748). While at the end of the 

former he expresses his despair about the possibilities to build a solid foundation for human 

understanding in the latter he explicitly expresses that it is necessary to cultivate metaphysics 

and get rid of the old one, which is full of superstition and prejudice: “And must cultivate true 

metaphysics with some care, in order to destroy the false and adulterate” [10; p.8]. This is strong 

indication that Hume was at least in search of some kind of metaphysics. He stands at the dawn of 

the introduction of a new evidential tool and what metaphysics can rely on it is an open question. 

An indirect attempt to answer this question was given by Kant with his critical philosophy. 

He defends the position of transcendental metaphysics as the science of the a priori 

conditions of possible experience and refrains from making judgements about the nature of 

things per se. His aim is still to build an ultimate scientifically grounded epistemological 

system and with this goal in mind he explicitly rejects the use of probability in metaphysics: 

“Nothing can be more absurd, than in metaphysics, a philosophy from pure reason to think of 

grounding our judgements upon probability and conjecture” [11; p.144]. 

Kant’s critical turn, influenced by Hume, changed the way he had tried to incorporate natural 

sciences into his philosophy. The main work presenting his view on natural sciences within 

his critical philosophy is his Metaphysical Foundations of Natural Science (1786). Before the 

turn, natural sciences, at the time called natural philosophy, formed the basis of his ontology, 

while after the turn his metaphysics is based on principles of pure reason, which themselves 

determine the requirements of natural science proper. These are: scientific cognition must (i) 

be systematically ordered (ii) according to rational principles and (iii) be known a priori with 

apodictic certainty, i.e., with “consciousness of their necessity” [12; p.4]. Because properly 

scientific cognition must satisfy these strict conditions, it requires “a pure part on which the 

apodictic certainty that reason seeks can be based” [12; p.4]. Since Kant identifies pure 

rational cognition that is generated from concepts with metaphysics, it follows that science 

proper requires a metaphysics of nature, i.e. a special metaphysics. 

He then specifies that such a metaphysics of nature could consist in either a transcendental 

part, which discusses the laws that make possible the concept of a nature in general, “even 

without relation to any determinate object of experience” [12; p.4], or a “special metaphysical” 

part, which concerns a “particular nature of this or that kind of things” for which an empirical 

concept is given [12; p.4]. Opting for the latter, his special metaphysics is thus part of his 

larger system of metaphysics, adopts its main principles but has a special subject matter: it 

focuses on a few main ideas of pure reason – space, time, force and matter. In this aspect it is 

aligned with the main ontological concepts that form the backbone of natural sciences. 

Kant’s exposition of the concepts of space and time is known from his Critique of Pure 

Reason, while his Metaphysical Foundations of Natural Science is the main source for 

understanding his concept of force and matter. Kant had developed a dynamical theory of 
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matter in which properties of matter like solidity and impenetrability are not taken as 

primitive and self-explanatory, but as derived from the dynamics of particles and attractive 

and repulsive forces between them. For this purpose he devised in his Physical Monadology 

(1756) pointlike atoms acting in a continuous space, much like Boscovich did just two years 

later in his very influential Theory of Natural Philosophy (1758). 

In his Metaphysical Foundations Kant incorporated his theory of matter as part of his special 

metaphysics. The shift that he makes is that matter, in contrast to his Physical Monadology, is 

no longer viewed as simple and indivisible, but as a genuine continuum occupying all 

geometrical points of the space it fills. The problem of infinite divisibility is solved by 

explicitly invoking the transcendental idealism of the Critique, more precisely the Second 

Antinomy. Matter is infinitely divisible, but in experience never actually divided. It is only by 

viewing matter as a thing in itself that we obtain a genuine contradiction. The concept of matter, 

like the other three, is subject to his conceptual apparatus of the pure concepts of understanding 

– the categories of quantity, quality, relation and modality. In this sense, the conceptualization 

of his particular metaphysics is explicitly aligned with his Critique of Pure Reason. 

Despite its effort to keep up with natural science, Kant’s position is not a metaphysics many 

natural scientists would adhere to nowadays. In fact, it triggered a line of philosophical 

thought that claimed to have overcome classical metaphysics, attributing to the latter a 

somehow negative connotation. Also analytic philosophers from the first half of the 20
th

  

century, especially the logical empiricists, understood metaphysics as a negative term without 

real ground and turned rather to a linguistic analysis as basis for ontology. In this perspective, 

it is not trivial to maintain a relevant modern conception of metaphysics. Indeed, there have 

been many authors since Hume who maintained either a strong or weak form of the thesis, 

that metaphysics is not possible8 [13]. 

Popper and Suppes are examples of authors who think some form of metaphysics, of course 

aligned with modern science, is possible. But while Popper limits himself to presenting us a 

vision of his ontology without reflecting upon it, Suppes explicitly comments on his concept 

of metaphysics. He understands his attempt as establishing a kind of descriptive metaphysics, 

which depends upon contemporary science, as opposed to speculative metaphysics. 

“It is sometimes said that Aristotle’s Metaphysics is a model of descriptive 

metaphysics, an attempt to organize the most general and at the same time most 

significant aspects of experience. Such descriptive metaphysics is contrasted with 

the kind of speculative metaphysics that Kant was so concerned to criticize and 

eliminate from philosophy. The kind of probabilistic metaphysics I try to develop 

in these pages is meant to be descriptive rather than speculative. The conclusions 

I want to reach depend upon the science of the day …” [8; p.3]. 

Suppes criticizes Kant’s opinion, expressed in an open letter on Fichte’s Wissenschaftslehre, 

that his system of critical metaphysics rests on a fully secured foundation, established 

forever. In this respect he is in line with R.J. Collingwood, whose view of metaphysics he 

presents as one of the most influential 20
th

 century expositions of metaphysics. They are both 

sceptical that an adequate metaphysics can be developed once and for all and they both hold 

that what is a metaphysical presupposition changes as science changes. Kant, although he 

somehow opened a backdoor for empirical concepts via a special metaphysics of natural 

science, still remained faithful to his ideal of science. 

Suppes also does not share the view that metaphysics has its own subject matter and its own 

methodology. In this respect he differs from both Kant and Collingwood, who understood 

metaphysics as a kind of science of absolute presuppositions that cannot be regarded as either 

true or false. Suppes holds no special status for metaphysical statements: “Collingwood 
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represents a retreat from Kant’s position by recognizing the absurdity of trying to establish 

the metaphysical foundations of science once and for all. … But he retains the Kantian view 

of metaphysics as having a special subject matter and a special methodology. … My position 

is that there is no sharp delineation of the class of metaphysical assertions” [8; p.9]. 

It is not within the scope of this article to search for an adequate conception of metaphysics 

that would encompass the concept of probability. Rather, my aim was to point at some of the 

important problems that will likely emerge when one attempts to do so. For this purpose I drew 

on expositions of metaphysics which were influenced by an emerging concept of probability 

and expositions that rely on a modern physical interpretation of probability, which has been 

vital for modern scientific development. Moreover, my aim was to investigate approaches that 

incorporate the views of quantum theory into a scientifically aligned metaphysics. 

REMARKS 
1For an account of the transformation of statistics into an independent science see e.g. Stigler, J.: 

1History of Statistics: The Measurement of Uncertainty before 1900. Belknap Press of Harvard 
1University Press, Cambridge & London, 1986. 
2For an account of the emergence of the concept of probability and its philosophical 
2extensions see e.g. [3]. 
3For this see e.g. Bolstad, W.: ‘Comparing the Bayesian and Likelihood approaches to 
3inference: a graphical approach.’ In: Reading, C., ed.: Data and context in statistics education: 
3Towards an evidence-based society. Proceedings of the Eighth International Conference on 
3Teaching Statistics ICOTS8. The Netherlands: International Statistical Institute, Voorburg. 
4In this sense, Popper’s concept of propensity is very similar to the concept of vis employed 
4by the 18

th
 century natural philosopher Roger Boscovich, best known for his ‘curve of forces’ 

4and for his influence on physicists and the genealogy of the concept of field. Boscovich did 
4not employ a Newtonian concept of force, but understands it more in the sense of tendency 
4or propensity. For this see the article Lukan, P.: Roger Boscovich and the quantum 
4mechanical combination of mechanical and statistical laws. Almagest 6(1), 65-78, 2015. 
5This formulation is again very similar to Boscovich’s understanding of the vis, which acts as 
5potential guidance to the actualization of material points with concrete positions. 
6This is very well in accordance also with the Bayesian probabilistic point of view, which is 
6permanently open to updating belief. 
7We encounter this commitment to pursue a common basis of ordinary and scientific 
7knowledge also with geophysicist and philosopher of science H. Jeffreys, who was 
7responsible for the revival of Bayesianism in science. 
8“Let us call the thesis that all metaphysical statements are meaningless ‘the strong form’ of 
8the thesis that metaphysics is impossible. (At one time, an enemy of metaphysics might have 
8been content to say that all metaphysical statements were false. But this is obviously not a 
8possible thesis if the denial of a metaphysical statement must itself be a metaphysical 
8statement) And let us call the following statement the ‘weak form’ of the thesis that 
8metaphysics is impossible: metaphysical statements are meaningful, but human beings can 
8never discover whether any metaphysical statement is true or false (or probable or 
8improbable or warranted or unwarranted)” [13]. 
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POVRATNE VEZE I REKURZIJE U KOGNITIVNOJ 
ZNANOSTI: POVEZNICE METODOLOGIJE 

I EPISTEMIOLOGIJE 

F. Klauser i U. Kordeš 

Sveučilište u Ljubljani, Učiteljski fakultet, Centar za kognitivnu znanost 
Ljubljana, Slovenija 

SAŽETAK 

Rad upućuje potrebu da kognitivna znanost istraži svoje korijene i pretpostavke, navodeći tri rekurzivne 

cjeline: 1.) efekt promatrača, tj. kako promatranje neke pojave utječe na nju, što je cjelina raspoznata u 

prirodnim znanostima, koju nastojji uključiti empirijska fenomenologija kognitivne znanosti, ali ne 

izravno sama kognitivna znanost; 2.) ljudska vrsta, tj. kako istraživanja utječu na nas, istraživače i društvo 

(ljudsko samorazumijevanje), cjelina koja je povezana s efektom promatrača – jer promatranje mijenja 

promatrano i promatrača, te 3.) opasnosti od pretjerane ekstrapolacije, tj kako se kompleksnost gubi pri 

prijelazu na razinu objašnjavanja, što su cjeline koje rezutate istraživanja na jednoj razini (npr. pokusi sa 

štakorima) koriste za objašnjavanje na drugoj razini (pojave unutar ljudskog društva). Na kraju, rad 

predstavlja četvrtu rekurzivnu cjelinu kao moguće rješenje predhodno nabrojenih: auto-korektivni 

mehanizam koji omogućava znanosti da rekurzivno ispravlja vlastite pogreške i unaprijeđuje svoj rad. 

KLJUČNE RIJEČI 

efekt promatrača, ljudska bića, rekurzija, povratne veze, filozofija znanosti 
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POVEZANI UMOVI: KAKO KOGNITIVNA ZNANOST 
UTJEČE NA REZULTATE SVOJIH ISTRAŽIVANJA 

T. Strle 

Sveučilište u Ljubljani, Učiteljski fakultet 
Ljubljana, Slovenija 

SAŽETAK 

Polazeći od razlike između ljudske vrste i ostalih živih vrsta, razmatram zatvorene cjeline djelovanja 

ljudi kroz leću suvremene kognitivne (neuro)znanosti. Nastojat ću pokazati kako je kognitivna znanost 

koncentrirana na istraživanje, razumijevanja i objašnjavanje ljudske vrste. Nove konceptualizacije 

ljudskog uma, djelovanja i naše prirode koje se stvaraju (npr. pomoću neuroznanosti), otvaraju 

mogućnosti za nova tumačenja što to znači biti ljudsko biće. Navedeno, kako obrazlažem, može 

promijeniti način razmišljanja i ponašanja ljudi i tako promijeniti niz pojava koje kognitivna znanost 

proučava. Slijedom navedenog, kognitivna znanost može promijeniti svoja (buduća) saznanja. Ovo je 

posebno točno kad društvo prihvati nove konceptualizacije ljudskog uma te novi načini razumijevanja 

sebe postaju dio društvenih razmatranja, aktivnosti i strukture. 

Potraga za razumijevanjem ljudskog uma, tvrdim, je putovanje u krug, jer ono što možemo „otkriti“ o 

ljudskom umu ovisi o tome kako kao ljudska bića razumijemo sebe, što u određenoj mjeri ovisi o tome 

kako znanost razumije nas i kako mi interpretiramo ono što nam znanost iskazuje o našoj prirodi. To 

me, na kraju rada, vodi do razmatranja kognitivne znanosti kao u bitnome etičkog poduhvata. 

KLJUČNE RIJEČI 

agenti, kognitivna neuroznanost, ljudska bića, objektivnost, autoreferentnost, društvenost 
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POTRAGA ZA ISKROM INTELIGENCIJE U 
OSNOVI RAČUNALA: OPSEG I DOSEG 

RAČUNALNIH MODELA U ISTRAŽIVANJU 
KOGNITIVNIH POJAVA 

T. Kolenik 

Institut Jožef Stefan, Odsjek za inteligentne sustave 
Ljubljana, Slovenija 

Sveučilište u Ljubljani, Učiteljski fakultet, Centar za kognitivnu znanost 
Ljubljana, Slovenija 

SAŽETAK 

Računalno modeliranje ima bogatu povijest uspješne primjene u istraživanju kognitivnih pojava. 

Otkrića i nove primjene računalnog modeliranja ne prestaju. No, zbog suvremenih paradigmi kognitivne 

znanosti njegov opseg i doseg stalno su pod posebnom pažnjom. Rad iskazuje opseg računalnog 

modeliranja navođenjem njegove značajne uloge u napretku kognitivne znanosti i u doprinosu promjene 

paradigme, kao i navođenjem korisnosti na različitim stupnjevima analize. Iskazana su i ograničenja, 

neka od kojih nije moguće lako ukloniti, ako ih je uopće mogue ukloniti budući da većinom ne ovise o 

napretku tehnologije. Dvije su glavne prepreke računalnom modeliranju kognitivnih pojava: 

istraživačke predrasude, koje se očituju u nužnom prisustvu epistemiološke pozicije istraživača kao i u 

razmatranim idejama koje se neizostavno uključuju u model; autonomija, neprobojni element žive 

prirode koji unosi samo-određenost živih bića čime ona stvaraju vlastito značenje u svijetu, što djeluje 

nemoguće modelirati zato što istraživači uvijek uključuju vlastita značenja u model i modelirane agente, 

tzv. PacMan-sindrom. Računalno modeliranje razmatrano je u svijetlu navedenih ograničenja, posebno 

kako bi se razmotrilo modeliranje žive prirode. 

KLJUČNE RIJEČI 

paradigme kognitivne znanosti, računalno modeliranje, povijest kognitivne znanosti, PacMan-sindrom, 

istraživačka predrasuda 
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RAZMATRANJE MISAONIH 
ZNANSTVENIH POKUSA 

M. Malec 

Sveučilište u Ljubljani, Filozofski fakultet 
Ljubljana, Slovenia 

SAŽETAK 

U radu razmatram misaone znanstvene pokuse, fokusirajući se na njihovu epistemiološku vrijednost. 

Prvo naznačujem karakteristike misaonih znanstvenih pokusa, a zatim navodim pripadnu povijesnu 

podlogu. Naposljetku, kao ilustraciju opisujem dva misaona eksperimenta: Galilejev misaoni pokus o 

tijelima koja padaju i Stevinov o koso postavljenoj ravnini. Misaone pokuse u fizici uzimam za primjer 

na temelju kojega se mogu izvući općenitiji zaključci – o misaonim pokusima u drugim prirodnim 

znanostima, ali također i u filozofiji, matematici i ostalim znanstvenim područjima. Zatim, izlažem 

Kuhnovu epistemiološku zagonetku kao i neka predložena rješenja. To je blisko povezano s pitanjem o 

vrsti procesa koji su uključeni u misaonom znanstvenom eksperimentiranju. Zadovoljavajući odgovor 

mora uzimati razmotriti znanstvena otkrića. Navodim kako je model misaonog računanja 

najperspektivnije računanje budući da uključuje kognitivnu znanost. Rad zaključujem s dva problema 

koje računanje treba razriješiti i razmatranjem uloge koju kognitivna znanost pritom može imati. 

KLJUČNE RIJEČI 

filozofija znanosti, filozofija fizike, misaoni eksperimenti, naturalizam, misaoni model 
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VJEROJATNOST I METAFIZKA 

P. Lukan 

Sveučiilište u Ljubljani, Filozofski fakultet 
Ljubljana, Slovenija 

SAŽETAK 

U radu istražujem relaciju između koncepta vjerojatnosti i koncepta metafizike. Prvo izlažem 

Popperovu metafizičku interpretaciju vjerojatnosti, a zatim Suppesovu vjerojatnosnu metafiziku. 

Njihova su gledišta primjeri rijetkih modernih pokušaja istraživanja metafizičkih grana vjerojatnosti. 

Popperov pristup manje je analitički te ne razmatra sam koncept metafizike, dok Suppesov pristup 

obuhvaća oba koncepta. Razjašnjenje koncepta metafizike potrebno je kao i razjašnjenje koncepta 

vjerojatnosti. U tu svrhu prvo naznačujem Humeov i Kantov stav o metafizici, što su dva rana primjera 

utjecaja vjerojatnosnog induktivnog promišljanja na metafizičku misao, kojeg potkrijepljuju noviji 

rezultati. Rad zaključujem Suppesovim razjašnjenjem metafizičke pozicije, naznačujući moguće glavne 

smjerove razvoja vjerojatnosne metafizike. 

KLJUČNE RIJEČI 

vjerojatnost, metafizika, Karl Popper, Patrick Suppes 
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